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ABSTRACT
The focus of this thesis is the development of bioinformatics - and rational designbased methods for stabilization and optimization of proteins for use under industrial
conditions, as well as in aide of unique design applications. To this end, two approaches
are described: the consensus approach, which is used to determine thermostabilizing
mutations in the Subtilase superfamily based on protein sequence data mining and
rational design, and the re-wire approach, a novel protein redesign methodology under
development by our research groups. The primary focus of this thesis, the re-wire
method allows direct manipulation of protein structures for optimization of protein
folding rates, stability and specificity. In particular, we focus on how changing the
topology of a model protein, Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), without altering core
intramolecular contacts effects successful protein folding and stability. In addition, we
developed self-reporting polymer-enzyme composite materials for biosensing devices
based of the leave-one-out GFP biosensor complementation system.
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1. Introduction
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1.1 Introduction
The overall theme of this work is the redesign of protein sequences and structures for
both activity and stability under adverse conditions. Both fundamental (Chapters 2 and
3) and applied aspects (Chapter 4) are explored. From a fundamental perspective, our
hypotheses cover two categories: sequence-based optimization and structural topologybased manipulation and optimization. More specifically, the consensus approach will
be used for sequence optimization for stability and activity, and the re-wire approach
will be used for structure manipulation for stability. On the applications side, biosensing materials are developed based on fundamentals of the re-wire approach and
enzyme-conjugate materials.
Hypothesis 1: Sequence-based optimization or the consensus approach
Proteins are grouped into superfamilies based on conserved sequence motifs common to all members of a given superfamily. By comparing sequences of proteins within
superfamilies, we hypothesize that it is possible to observe specific sequence motifs that
contribute to adaptive features characteristic of subsets of proteins in the superfamily.
Further, these unique sequence motifs can be inserted into superfamily members not
within that subset to confer the specified characteristic. This hypothesis is an adaptation
of the consensus approach.
Hypothesis 2: Structural topology-based optimization and manipulation or the rewire approach
It is known that many proteins can tolerate dramatic insertions and deletions to their
primary sequences if secondary structure associations are conserved1. In the current
work, we pose the following questions: (1) can we change the topology of a protein
without changing its core? (2) If so, how will such topological changes affect protein
folding and stability? We hypothesize that secondary structure associations are of
greatest importance to protein structure and that topology can be rationally redesigned,
or re-wired. Furthermore, we suggest that by rational redesign of protein topology,
protein stability and folding rate can be controlled. Specifically, we have developed a
new methodology for the protein engineering toolbox, which is based on non-sequential,
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non-circular sequence permutation that serves as a "re-wiring" of a protein. As a result,
proteins may be generated with unique structural properties, yet retaining (and perhaps
improving) the fundamental functional properties of the original proteins.

1.2 Basic Concepts and Goals
The two approaches presented in the aforementioned hypotheses are considered
complementary techniques: the former focused on the function-defining portions of
protein structure (e.g., active sites and binding pockets), the latter focused on the connective elements of protein structure often defining folding pathways, activity, and
stability2. A combination of these approaches allows complete analysis of protein
structure for improving or manipulating protein structure, function, and stability.
Our work focuses primarily on protein stability as a means to increase biocatalyst
productivity by increasing enzymatic lifetimes and catalytic efficiency in non-native
environments. This has been approached in two ways: a unique application of the
consensus approach to thermostability in the Subtilase superfamily, and manipulation
and study of the folding pathway of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) by the novel
method we call the re-wire approach. The latter allows direct manipulation of protein
topology to increase kinetic stability of the folded protein state, resulting in highly stable
proteins under adverse conditions.
The projects presented in this thesis focus on the development and validation of the
re-wire method. It is our goal to understand the extent to which one can change the
topology of a protein’s structure without substantial changes to core packing. To do this,
we studied the role of topology in protein folding directly by making changes to a
protein model and analyzing the resulting effects.
In addition, the re-wire method and associated concepts were applied to preparation
of self-reporting materials, utilizing the GFP-biosensor unit, generated using collaborative expertise in protein-nanomaterial composite development (Dordick Group) and
target-specific leave-one-out (LOO)-biosensor design (Bystroff Group). Such materials
will enable real-time sensing of airborne analytes by GFP-complementation between
target-specific GFP variants and the target analyte.

3

1.3 Background on the Consensus Approach, Hypothesis 1
1.3.1 The consensus approach
A particularly interesting approach to protein engineering of biocatalyst stability is
the so-called consensus approach (Figure 1). This method has been widely applied to
predicting protein thermal stabilization3-5. Based on multiple sequence alignments of a
given set of related proteins with a common desired trait, such as thermophilicity, this
approach identifies the most common amino acid at each residue in conserved domains
throughout the protein set. The consensus sequence of amino acids, all together or as
point mutations introduced in a combinatorial fashion, are then substituted into a protein
of interest to introduce the desired trait3, 6.
Steipe et al. were the first to use the consensus approach to reliably predict stabilizing mutations in the immunoglobulin variable domain7. They compared the variable
domain of known immunoglobulin sequences and used thermodynamic statistical
mechanics based algorithms to identify conserved residues as well as likely stabilizing
mutations at those positions. Lehmann et al. reported that select combinations of 38
individually stabilizing mutations in fungal phytases derived from consensus sequence
analysis synergistically resulted in up to 10ºC increases in thermal stabilization8, 9.
Similarly, Amin et al. demonstrated the use of random mutagenesis of consensus domain
DNA oligomers and subsequent statistical recombination to increase by nearly 10ºC the
thermal denaturation temperature of a ß-lactamase from Enterobacter cloacae6. Finally,
in a phylogenetic approach, Watanabe et al. determined ancestral residues conferring
thermostability and directly compared them with those identified by Steipe et al. using
the consensus approach. Many of the residues identified by Steipe et al., were in fact
ancestral; however, the degree of conservation was not directly related to the antiquity of
the residue at that position5. Thus, although a direct evolutionary context cannot be
implied by consensus sequence information alone, such sequence information nevertheless provides a simple approach to predicting adaptive changes in proteins.
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Figure 1
Schematic of the consensus approach. A protein sequence database of relevant proteins (i.e., from a
family or other subgroup) is aligned to identify the set of conserved domains that represent the
protein group, and therefore also the characteristic traits of the grouped proteins. These domains
provide a basis for rational sequence mutations in sequence-related proteins lacking a desirable trait
by direct comparison of conserved domains. Protein structure is 1ES6, matrix protein from Ebola
virus, rendered on Molecular Operating Environment software (MOE)10.
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1.3.2 The Subtilase superfamily
Subtilisin, a serine protease originally characterized in Bacillus subtilis, is a singlesubunit protein that primarily catalyzes the hydrolysis of the peptide bond between the
second and third residues of the C-terminal end of a peptide chain, and can also hydrolyze peptide bonds in areas with a high concentration of hydrophobic residues11. Over
500 naturally occurring subtilases have been characterized to date in a diverse array of
prokaryotic organisms, along with many plant and animal species12,

13

, and contain

representatives in many categories including halophiles, thermophiles, and acidophiles
(based on analysis of the PROBE-returned superfamily, Section 2.3.1). They are defined
by homology analysis of more than 40 amino acid sequences of serine proteases previously referred to as subtilisin-like proteases, specifically by structural homology of the
serine-protease class and the presence of the catalytic triad Asp32, His64, and Ser2211214

.
Subtilisin was one of the earliest enzymes to be widely used industrially, primarily

as an additive to detergents to remove protein-based stains15. Subtilases have therefore
been a target for enzyme engineering for several decades towards activity improvement
in industrial conditions, e.g., under alkaline conditions in the presence of H2O2 as would
be found in detergent, under increased temperatures, and also improvement of shelf
life16.
1.3.3 Bioinformatics methods
1.3.3.1 PROBE
Neuwald and co-workers’ PROBE algorithm provides a Bayesian approach to multiple sequence alignment. Bayesian statistics permits the development of a
comprehensive probabilistic model for the alignment of an entire sequence set. In
PROBE, only the portions of each sequence in the set that are considered to be comparable are aligned. Thus, a PROBE run returns not only an aligned sequence set, but also a
model describing each of the comparable, highly conserved regions. Because of this,
PROBE detects high-score alignments (or matches) from the database even in proteins
with large insertions, N- or C-terminal extensions, and in proteins with multiple domains17, 18.
6

The core of a PROBE model is a set of motifs, or highly conserved regions suitable
for comparison and alignment across the entire sequence set. Each motif is described by
an ungapped length, a start location for each sequence in the alignment set, and a probabilistic model for residue frequencies at each position19. Gibbs sampling is a method for
iteratively updating the model with sequential sampling from the data set, and is incorporated into PROBE. A predictive-update method is used, in which a best-guess
probability set is used to sample the data at each step, and the probability set is then
updated based on Gibbs sampling of that data20. A flowchart of the steps of PROBE is
given in Appendix A.
The value of phylogenetic methods such as PROBE lie in their sensitivity to short,
sometimes referred to as “fuzzy”, sequence motifs found among species and remote
homologues for the statistical definition of evolutionary distances and relationships5, 2124

. Multiple sequence alignment for the purpose of phylogeny relies upon techniques that

minimize penalties for sequence gaps and insertions, including use of Bayesian statistics
and similar alignment scoring methods such as maximum likelihood, neighbor joining,
and maximum parsimony23. Thermostability is an excellent candidate for such sensitive
multiple alignment strategies given the tremendous variety of known point substitutions
for the creation of thermal variants25. These substitutions are often distinct among
evolutionarily related protein families5.
1.3.3.2 Classifier
Qu and co-workers developed a Bayesian method, called Classifier, for classifying
sequences in a PROBE-returned superfamily into families based on patterns within the
conserved region26. Classifier uses PROBE algorithms for predictive update and Gibbs
sampling. It uses an existing PROBE-returned probabilistic model describing each motif,
and assigns sequences into groups based on how well the patterns within the highly
conserved regions correspond to each other. A flowchart of the steps of Classifier is
given in Appendix A.
Classifier enables statistical classification of a superfamily into subclasses representative of a given motif. Shaw and Dordick used PROBE and Classifier to identify several
residues responsible for binding specificity in nucleotide cyclases and two families of
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isoprenoid biosynthesis enzymes; FPPases and GGPPases. By analyzing the information
content of each position in each motif within classified groups, specific residues were
identified within those motifs that were most characteristic of the family identified by
Classifier27.

1.4 Background on the Re-wire Approach, Hypothesis 2
1.4.1 Protein engineering
The majority of literature on protein engineering focuses on rational point mutations
to active sites and binding regions based on multiple sequence alignments or crystal
structures25, 28-32, in vitro evolution techniques to optimize a desired characteristic based
on screening4,

33-35

, and combinatorial approaches36,

37

. What we call the re-wire ap-

proach is an addition to this category for the optimization of protein structure folding
and unfolding for stability and activity.
1.4.2 Evolutionary and scientific basis for the re-wire approach
The conceptual basis of re-wire comes from nature. On the evolutionary scale, interspecies DNA transfer, genetic crossing, and statistical DNA mutations combined with
ecological pressures result in species adapting to their environments (or perishing) over
thousands and millions of years. Because protein structure determines protein function,
DNA shuffling, convergent evolution, and evolution from common ancestors has
resulted in natural re-wiring of and/or topologically sampled protein folds. Agrawal et al.
identified a natural re-wire in two functionally similar folds, Oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding (OB) and Src homology 3 (SH3) folds (Figure 2). Both
form ß-barrels made of five ß-strands connected in distinct topologies; the OB fold
contains an additional α-helix. None of the proteins they considered had any sequence
homology, thus the unique functions of each of the folds was attributed to topological
differences and sequence variations. Whereas the OB fold proteins can bind only DNA,
RNA, or sugars, the SH3 fold can bind a variety of ligands through loop modulations
attributed to the flexibility in the SH3 topology due to missing the α-helix and sequence
diversity in the loops2.
8

On a larger scale, the CATH database classifies individual protein structure domains
in the Protein Data Bank38. There are four major levels in this classification: Class,
Architecture, Topology (Fold family) and Homologous superfamily39. Yuan and Bystroff made a study of Architecture classes, performing pairwise structural core
alignments between protein domains within the same fold family, creating a database of
these alignments known as SCALI40. SCALI thereby documents the space of all possible
topologies given a set of core structural elements from CATH. A typical set of alignments is shown in Figure 3. It is clear that nature has sampled topology space, defining
over thousands and millions of years the appropriate topology for a given protein domain
function and environment, as in the case of the OB/SH3 folds. In industrial settings,
enzymes are often not in their native environment, and it is reasonable to assume that by
either borrowing from existing structurally homologous extremophiles or learning from
them, the re-wire approach is a viable technique to affect stability in protein structure.
The clustered alignments from SCALI can serve as templates for the rational use of
nature's sampling of protein topologies in order to enrich our source of backbone templates.
From the point of view of current science, protein engineering and design has resulted in numerous and dramatic changes made to protein structures for use in diverse
applications. Lynne Regan, in her 1999 review of protein redesign, documented several
studies involving loop redesign and circular permutations1. Regan observed that protein
structures tolerate a remarkable amount of insertions and changes made at the topological level and still fold to stable, active structures. For example, Nagi et al. inserted loops
of increasing size between two of the α-helices of the four α-helix bundle protein, Rop.
As loop length increased, though protein stability decreased (reflecting the entropy cost
of loop closure), the protein continued to fold41. Regan attributes this to the strength of
hydrophobic collapse during protein folding. The re-wire approach takes this assumption
and combines it with the observation that nature has sampled topological space during
the evolutionary process and further assumes that hydrophobic collapse is primarily
responsible for the ability to sample topological space despite changing folding

9

Figure 2
Naturally re-wired folds (concept from Agrawal, et al. 2001). SH3 (PDB 2azs, left) and OB (PDB
2k5v, right) folds colored in rainbow order and rendered by PyMol; schematics and strand numbering below each for clarity.
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a.

b.

Figure 3
SCALI alignment of a clustered subclass of CATH class 3.40, containing 37 proteins. All proteins in
this class are three-layer (α ßα) proteins. (a) Crystal structure alignment of subclass with connections removed. (b) Representative alignments of subclass structural alignment. In the upper image,
arrows are ß-sheets with a given direction (out of page) when viewed end-on with no topological
connections drawn. In the lower image, all observed topological connections are drawn where
thicker lines represent more frequent connections.
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pathways between distinct topologies. In this thesis work, we address this hypothesis
directly by studying topological re-wire possibilities in a model protein, green fluorescent protein (GFP).
1.4.3 Green Fluorescent Protein
Green fluorescent protein was first isolated from the bioluminescent system of the
jellyfish Aequorea victoria in 196242. Its special spectroscopic features have been
engineered and used widely as a marker for gene expression43, protein dynamics and
localization44, 45, as an indicator for protein-protein interaction46-48, and as a biosensor for
ligand sensing49-56. Monomeric GFP emits green light (λmax=509nm) under the excitation
of long-wavelength ultraviolet or blue light (λmax=395/475nm) from a chromophore
buried in the middle of the protein57, 58. The structure of GFP is composed of eleven β
strands connected by loops59, 60 forming a closed β cylinder that harbors a distorted α
helix containing the fluorescent chromophore (Figure 4). No cofactors are required for
either the formation or the function of the chromophore. Wild-type GFP folds slowly28
and is prone to aggregation. Efforts have been made to engineer GFP variants with
improved folding properties, leading recently to a variant called “superfolder” GFP-OPT
with eleven stabilizing mutations61. Upon protein denaturation, the chromophore remains
chemically intact but its fluorescence is lost due to quenching.
1.4.4 Chromophore formation
The chromophore is derived from the posttranslational, intramolecular cyclization
and oxidation of tripeptide motif Ser65-Tyr66-Gly6762 by an extensively wellcharacterized autocatalytic mechanism63 consisting of four distinct steps: folding, cyclization, dehydration and oxidation (Figure 5a). Several residues are known to be critical
for chromophore formation, including Arg96 and Glu222, both required for the cyclization step64-66. Positionally conserved, well-ordered intramolecular water molecules are
located in the interior cavity67, 68, and these are held in place by a proton relay system
involving Asn146, His148, Arg168, Thr203, Ser205, and Glu222 in an unusual polar
core (Figure 5b). Mutations are tolerated at most positions, although notably not Gly67,
but any small change in this well-organized network usually results in a shift of the
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Figure 4
GFP-OPT crystal structure (2B3Q) in terminus coloring (N-red, C-blue) with chromophore
shown in space fill in green, from the side (left) and end-on (right).
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 5
Wild-type GFP. a) Chromophore maturation steps: folding, dehydration, and oxidation. b) Chromophore environment in GFP. c) Graph of fluorescence of GFP and GFP variants yellow (P4-1),
cyan (W7), blue (P4-3), and green (S65T).
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excitation or the emission wavelengths of GFP63, 69. Wild-type GFP presents two widely
separated excitation maxima with different protonation states of the chromophore that
interconvert via an intermediate state (I-form)70 through a slow conformational change7173

. The interconversion is triggered by the light excitation and is fully reversible. Among

the many interesting GFP variants are "enhanced" GFP (EGFP), a Ser65Thr substitution
having a 30-fold increase in fluorescence amplitude under the physiological pH74, a
Tyr66His substitution that results in blue fluorescence (BFP)63, and the substitutions
Thr203His/Tyr that shift the fluorescence emission to yellow (YFP)59 (Figure 5c).
A large fragment of the 11-stranded β barrel scaffold, containing strands 1~7, is
sufficient to form the matured chromophore significantly75, but the efficient maturation
of the chromophore still relies on the rearrangement of moieties involved in the chromophore formation reaction to preorganized positions. That is, chromophore maturation
requires a well-folded GFP barrel. The entire structure serves as a shield to prevent the
chromophore from quenching by oxygen or solvent76-78.

1.5 Background on Biosensing Materials
As a corollary and application of the fundamental work in protein re-wiring, biosensing materials have been generated using protein complementation of GFP79 as a
model system. This work is based on computational design methods in addition to
nanomaterial enzyme-conjugate materials development.
1.5.1 Protein design
Protein design refers to a set of computational techniques for solving the inverse
protein folding problem - predicting a sequence given a protein tertiary structure, or
backbone. Because of the incredibly large number of possibilities in protein structure
considering all possible permutations of protein sequence, backbone folds, and available
sidechain rotamers (a rotamer is defined by the angle of the carbon-carbon backbone
bond relative to the sidechain and sidechain atom coordinates), successful solutions to
this problem have been limited80. Most algorithms are based on screening of discrete
rotamer libraries at each “unfixed” residue position for minimum energy solutions
(heavily biased towards minimizing Van der Waals interactions). Of the numerous
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published algorithms, the most popular and successful is Dead End Elimination (DEE)
due to its unique feature of eliminating the large number of impossible solutions to a
protein design problem, making the problem more tractable, thereby narrowing down a
solution rather than building one. It is therefore also limited by the size of the protein
problem, restricting it from use in large protein systems, a difficulty which has been
alleviated by combination of DEE with other algorithms, such as A*81 and “branch and
terminate”82, which limit the search space before use of DEE.
DEE-based design, and algorithmic variants that use a Monte Carlo approach instead of elimination, have been used successfully to design thermostable proteins83, 84,
proteins with altered binding sites85, and even a protein of novel topology86. In the latter
case, an alternating iterative process of design and prediction was carried out to focus the
design to a "foldable" configuration. The dramatic success of protein design attests to the
power of simple energy functions that are dominated by shape complementarity, in
defining thermodynamic stability.
1.5.2 DEE
DEE is an algorithm originally designed to predict the conformations of sidechains
given only the backbone atom coordinates87, using the known sequence and a sidechain
rotamer library88. The dead end elimination theorem assumes that the energy of the
system can be broken down into pairwise atom potentials, then factors out the energetic
contributions of a given rotamer at a given position to test whether that it can be eliminated from inclusion in the global minimum free energy configuration (GMEC). If the
best case scenario for packing of rotamers around our choice r is worse than the worst
case scenario for packing around any alternative rotamer s, we can eliminate r. DEE
produces the optimal choice of rotamers with quadratic runtime complexity (O(n2)).
DEE was extended to a sequence design algorithm by considering not just the choice of
rotamer at each position but also the choice of amino acid89.
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1.5.3 GFP-based biosensors
A new approach to protein design, called "leave-one-out", is being developed by the
Bystroff group. In brief, either the N or the C-terminus of a protein of known structure is
designated as the binding site for a peptide, and the wild-type sequence in this region is
replaced by the sequence of the target. The sequence of the remaining structure is
mutated so that the sidechains fit tightly around the target, using protein design algorithms such as DEE. Once a sequence has been selected by DEE, the protein is
synthesized, but with the target peptide "left out." If all is well, this truncated protein will
have a high affinity for its missing piece. If the protein is GFP, then the addition of the
missing piece will induce folding, and consequently, green fluorescence (Figure 6). This
type of protein structure complementation90 is fundamentally related to re-wiring in that,
though fragments rather than permutants are produced, structures are manipulated to
form topologically distinct compact folded species.
1.5.4 Programmed target specificity
The target binding cleft is programmed by choosing rotamers for the spatial neighbors of the target peptide from all amino acids at each position that fit a structure-based
signature expression, while selecting the optimal rotamer for the target peptide in its
bound position (Figure 7). The signature, an expression of the position-specific subset of
allowed amino acids, is calculated using a hidden Markov model (HMMSTR) that is a
comprehensive expression of local structure based amino acid preferences91.
A peptide target sequence for sensing is selected from the set of all genomic sequences of the target organism (e.g. avian influenza virus) using the structure-based
signature and a menu of protease recognition sites. For example, the PROSITE-style
regular expression, X-{GPKR}-H-{GPKR}-[LIMFY]-G-[IVA]-[KR], matches all
genomic sequences containing a His-x-x-Gly (required by the binding cleft), and that are
cleaved by trypsin exactly three residues after the Gly.
GFP is an ideal choice for the target binding unit because although strands 1-10 or
circularly permuted strands 8-6 will not fluoresce appreciably independent of strands 11
or 7, respectively, they will fold into a loose confirmation that is soluble upon expression.
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Figure 6
Expression and in vivo complementation of recombinant proteins. (a) Expression in E. coli of single
constructs where S7 is strand seven in the GFP ß-barrel, similarly S11 is strand 11, t7SP is the
truncated version of circularly permuted GFP (with strand 7 truncated at the C terminus), t11SP is
similarly truncated but at strand 11 and the C terminus of unpermuted GFP, and OPT is GFP-OPT
(the parent GFP structure) (b) coexpression of t7SP/S7, t11SP/S11, t7SP/S11, and t11SP/S7 showing
in vivo complementation of strands to truncated GFP mutants with GFP-OPT as a control.
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Figure 7
Target programming. Starting with chosen target peptide (red) and biosensor backbone coordinates
(green), sidechains are packed around the peptide using DEE.
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1.5.5 Protein-polymer composites and self-reporting materials
Composites have been prepared with enzyme covalently attached or physically entrapped in a polymer network or in a paint92-95. The resulting materials are highly active
and stable. Recent work in the Dordick lab has focused on the design of enzymenanomaterial conjugates. This has led to the discovery of what appears to be a unique
property of nanomaterials – their ability to enhance protein activity and stability. Specifically, it was observed that single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can significantly
enhance enzyme function and stability in strongly denaturing environments, as would be
found within a polymeric material96. For example, soybean peroxidase (SBP) adsorbed
onto SWNTs was active in neat methanol, while the native enzyme was completely
inactive. The SWNTs were also the most effective support in promoting the retention of
catalytic activity at elevated temperatures (up to 95°C). In addition to SBP, the protease
subtilisin Carlsberg (SC) also showed dramatic stabilization at elevated temperatures.
In this area, we will focus on the initial development of immobilized LOObiosensors based on the t7SPm and strand 7 interaction developed by the Bystroff group
(section 1.6.5) on glass slides using latex, polymeric materials, and affinity supports for
specificity in protein orientation.
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2. Bioinformatics-Driven, Rational Engineering of Protein
Thermostability
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2.1 Introduction
Through generations of natural selection in diverse environments, microbes and
their proteins have adapted to extremes in temperature, pH, and salt/solute concentrations, among other stresses. The sequence information for many of these proteins is
cataloged on the NCBI website and available for database searching. By comparing the
sequence information of related proteins that have adapted to a variety of environments,
we hypothesize that it is possible to observe specific sequence motifs that contribute to
adaptive features. The subtilase superfamily contains a broad distribution of enzymes
(e.g. thermophiles, acidophiles, and alkalophiles, among others) and thus serves as an
excellent candidate for characterizing natural adaptations based solely on sequence
information. An adaptive feature of great commercial interest is thermophilicity4, 97-101.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 PROBE runs with the subtilase superfamily
PROBE is a useful tool for sequence database queries that can identify widely
diverse members of the same superfamily of proteins whose highly conserved regions
(and hence function) may be the same despite large portions of the protein being nonhomologous17 (Appendix A, Figure 2S). Such information is particularly useful to
identify core motifs that may correlate with specific structural and functional properties
of some or all members of a protein superfamily. Querying the NCBI protein databank
using PROBE with four different subtilases (subtilisins E and BPN’, thermitase, and
pyrolisin) resulted in the same superfamily of 497 sequences (Appendix A, Table 1S)
despite the fact that the sequence homologies of these four subtilases were far from
identical (Appendix A, Table 2S).
PROBE runs with mesophilic subtilisins BPN’ and E returned a five-motif model
consisting of the regions surrounding the active site and corresponding to the core of the
subtilisin fold (Figure 8a). Runs with the thermophilic subtilisins, thermitase and pyrolysin, returned a model containing the same five motifs (Figure 8b, motif A-motif E) as
well as an additional motif (Figure 8b, motif F).
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a.
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b.
Figure 8
The five core motifs and one additional motif comprising the model for the subtilase superfamily. a)
Core motifs are shown in bold. The additional motif is underlined. The catalytic triad of Ser-Asp-His
is highlighted in large font. All motifs are shown on the sequence of mature subtilisin E. b) Sequence
logos for the model (including the extra motif F) shows residue frequencies across the entire subtilase
superfamily (Motif A residue 12, Motif B residue 8, and Motif E residue 4 are the catalytic triad
residues D, H, and S, respectively).
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The log probability ratios (Table 1), which are a measure of the total contribution of
each individual motif to the whole model, were highest for the motifs that contain a
member of the catalytic triad (motifs A, B, and E in Figure 8b). This was expected, as
removal of these motifs would most significantly damage the ability of the model to
characterize the family of subtilases. Motif F was similar in log probability ratio to that
of motifs C and D, indicating that this motif was a legitimate candidate to compare the
thermophilic subtilases to the non-thermophilic superfamily members. Interestingly,
while the individual log probability ratio of motif F was comparable to that of other
conserved motifs in the model, the whole-model log probability ratios were highest
without the sixth motif (4972.96 vs. 4394.46 for the thermitase model and 8505.19 vs
7587.03 for the pyrolysin model). This indicates that while that motif is significantly
conserved in some members of the superfamily (high individual log probability ratio), it
does not contribute strongly to the overall characterization of the subtilases (low wholemodel log probability ratios). Hence, examination of the motif may reveal a desirable
function or characteristic distinct to the subclass containing the motif, while not general
to all subtilases in the set.
Because PROBE iteratively adds relevant sequences from the protein database
into its model, such model evolution can be expected to differ depending on the start
sequence. Although the strength of the similarity of the core motif sequences will
eventually draw in all 497 superfamily members regardless of the query sequence,
PROBE runs with thermitase and pyrolysin can reasonably be expected to draw in
sequences most similar to them first. Thus, early phases of model development are
heavily influenced by the start sequence. However, towards the end of the PROBE run,
when motifs have been refined and the difference in log probabilities between the model
with and without each motif (Table 1) are higher, a new motif is much less likely to be
detected (Appendix A, Figure 2S). Since motif F remained in later PROBE runs, it
represented a legitimate target for investigating its association the function of its query
sequences; in this case possible thermal stability.
To briefly determine how PROBE compares to more common multiple sequence
techniques used in the consensus approach, we made use of Block Maker, which also
creates multiple sequence alignments and identifies conserved regions based on Gibbs
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model log
subtilisin length (aa) probability
BPN'/E
381
5060.47

Motif A
model w/o
log prob
motif
1109.19
3764.27

Motif B
model w/o
log prob
motif
931.67
3936.11

Thermitase
Pyrolysin

654.22
1232.84

4124.69
6981.83

920.24
1649.74

3850.72
6553.79

408.89
859.47

4377.49
7355.68

0.22

0.74

0.18

0.78

0.06

0.90

0.13
0.14

0.83
0.82

0.19
0.19

0.77
0.77

0.08
0.10

0.88
0.86

2.91

9.88

2.45

10.33

0.83

12.01

2.34
0.88

14.78
4.99

3.30
1.18

13.80
4.69

1.47
0.61

15.69
5.26

279
1398

4972.96
8505.19

normalized to model log probability
BPN'/E
1.00
Thermitase
Pyrolysin

1.00
1.00

normalized to sequence length
BPN'/E
1.00
Thermitase
Pyrolysin

1.00
1.00

model log
subtilisin length (aa) probability
BPN'/E
381
5060.47
Thermitase
Pyrolysin

279
1398

4972.96
8505.19

normalized to model log probability
BPN'/E
1.00
Thermitase
Pyrolysin

1.00
1.00

normalized to sequence length
BPN'/E
1.00
Thermitase
Pyrolysin

1.00
1.00

Motif D
model w/o
log prob
motif
606.63
4270.74
544.02
879.61

4232.35
7332.90

0.12

0.84

0.11
0.10

0.85
0.86

1.59

11.21

1.95
0.63

15.17
5.25

6th Motif
model w/o
log prob
motif
387.88
638.46

0.08
0.08

1.39
0.46

4394.46
7587.03

0.88
0.89

15.75
5.43

Motif C
model w/o
log prob
motif
317.10
4576.44

Motif E
model w/o
log prob
motif
1600.90
3277.81
1413.32
2263.60

3364.76
5948.37

0.32

0.65

0.28
0.27

0.68
0.70

4.20

8.60

5.07
1.62

12.06
4.25

Table 1
Single motif, whole model, and model-less-motif log probability ratios for Subtilisin BPN’/E,
Thermitase, and Pyrolysin PROBE runs.
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sampling methods, but lacks the genetic algorithms found in PROBE102, 103. Using the
PROBE-generated output of subtilase superfamilies that was based on a transitive
BLAST of thermitase (1THM) and subtilisin E (1SCJ), two sets of conserved domains
were identified by Block Maker (Appendix A, Figures 3Sa and 3Sb). The conserved
domains identified using subtilisin E as the “seed” did not encompass the three active
site residues representative of the subtilase superfamily101; however, three of them did
overlap closely with PROBE’s model (Figure 8a). Four conserved domains based on
thermitase as the “seed” did match fairly closely with four of the five subtilisin E model
motifs, however, the domain representing motif F was not identified as would be expected. Block Maker did not return a consistent set of conserved domains representative
of the subtilase superfamily between two subtilisin “seeds”; this is a basic requirement
for comparison of conserved domains between superfamily subclasses. We may conclude, therefore, that PROBE is more sensitive than Block Maker for identification of
the low scoring domains observed with our approach. We hypothesize that methods
similar to Block Maker commonly used in this type of consensus approach104 would also
lack the necessary sensitivity for this application.

2.2.2 Validation of thermostability hypothesis
The subtilase superfamily was organized into classes based only on the sixth
motif using the Classifier105. Classification by only motif F produces a consistent subset
of protein sequences not seen in classification based on the entire model (Table 2). Of
the 11-members returned by Classifier, six proteins are known to be thermally stable 106113

. In addition to the five confirmed thermophiles, there was also one psychrophile - a

subtilisin-like protease from the Norway spruce. The remaining five proteins identified
by Classifier came from the Arabidopsis thaliana sequencing project, and have not been
synthesized or characterized. Hence, of the 20 total thermophiles in the subtilase superfamily database collected by PROBE, six were identified by Classifier as containing
motif F (a return of 30%). Conversely, out of 447 meosphilic protein sequences in the
database, four were returned by Classifier as containing motif F (a return of < 1%).
Thus, the method returned a positive thermophilic signal at least 30 times stronger than
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NCBI

Protein

Organism

gi #

Length

Topt

(residues)

(oC)

135022

subtilisin E

Bacillus subtilis

381

37

807698

cucumisn

Cucumis melo

731

70

3800710

stetterlysin

Thermococcus stetteri

891

75

1556463

pyrolysin

Pyrococcus furiosus

1398

95

1483177

af70 (antifreeze-

Picea abies

779

4-10

like)

a

1374756

STABLE protease

Staphylothermus marinus

1345

60-90

4588536

serine-type protease

Aquifex pyrophilus

619

85-95

3142298

serine-type protease

Arabidopsis thaliana

775

n/ab

serine-type protease

Arabidopsis thaliana

775

n/a

5541675

serine-type protease

Arabidopsis thaliana

739

n/a

4539429

serine-type protease

Arabidopsis thaliana

746

n/a

3402751

serine-type protease

Arabidopsis thaliana

1736

n/a

The 11 members of the Classifier-extracted class based on motif F with reported tempera-

tures of maximal activity. Subtilisin E is included for comparison.
b

The A. thaliana proteases have not been characterized.

Table 2
Classifier-extracted class based on motif F.a
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its false positive rate. This supports a strong connection between Motif F and enhanced
thermostability in some representatives of the subtilase superfamily.
To validate the involvement of motif F experimentally, the 16 amino acid consensus
sequence for the motif (based on the model sequence from each member of the 11member thermostable class, Figure 9) was engineered into the corresponding location in
mesophilic subtilisin E, expressed in B. subtilis DB428 cells, and purified (Figure 10).
Because subtilisin E is a serine protease, it was necessary to confirm that any change in
activity was a result of intrinsic differences and not changes in auto-proteolysis activity.
The solid curves drawn in Figure 11a represent first-order deactivation fits. This, coupled with the lack of second-order decay, confirmed that deactivation was not influenced
by the proteolytic activity of subtilisin E. Relative hydrolytic activity as a function of
temperature (Figure 11b) demonstrates that the mutant is stable above 60oC, and at 75oC
has 2-fold higher activity than the wild-type. Moreover, at 90oC, despite the wild-type
displaying no activity, the mutant retains 30% of its maximal activity (as reflected by its
observed activity at 45oC). Finally, as depicted in Figure 11c, the apparent melting
temperature of the mutant was ca. 13oC higher than that of the wild-type. While mutant
expression and specific activity were reduced compared to the wild-type (15% and 28%
of wild-type expression and activity, respectively), nonetheless these results clearly
indicate a strong relationship between the introduction of the motif F consensus sequence and at least a three-fold increase in activity and stability over wild-type subtilisin
E at temperatures over 60 oC.
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Figure 9
Sequence logo for the consensus sequence from the thermostable class of the additional motif. As
compared to the whole superfamily consensus sequence, the K-P-D in residues 3-5 is far more
conserved. Residues conserved between the consensus and the wild-type sequences are bolded.
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Figure 10
SDS-PAGE analysis of subtilisin E and its variant. Lane 1, molecular size marker (SeaBlue PreStained Standard from Invitrogen); lane 2, supernatant of B. subtilis DB428 cells; lane 3, supernatant of DB428 cells expressing wild-type subtilisin E; lane 4, supernatant of DB428 cells
expressing subtilisin E variant; lane 5, purified wild-type subtilisin E; lane 6, purified subtilisin E
variant.
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a.

b.

c.
Figure 11
Activity and thermal stability of the subtilisin variant compared to wild-type

subtilisin E: a)

o

Residual activity for both mutant () and wild-type () at 60 C. The residual activity was assayed
at 25oC by measuring the initial rate of hydrolysis of the substrate (suc-AAPF-pNA). Both blue and
red line shows the first order deactivation curve fit. b) Initial rate as a function of temperature for
both mutant () and wild-type subtilisin E (). c) Differential scanning calorimetry data for the
wild-type (top line) and subtilisin E mutant (bottom line).
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2.3 Discussion
Bayesian bioinformatic tools were used to determine whether sequence-based
information could be used to enhance a desirable functional property of a model superfamily, specifically thermostability, in some members of the subtilase superfamily.
PROBE was used to identify a set of motifs (or model) common to all subtilases and also
reveal an additional motif common to many of the thermostable subtilases. This additional motif, while not nearly as strongly conserved as the characteristic motifs of the
superfamily, presented a direction for further investigation into the correlation between
protein sequence information and thermostability.
Based on the identity of the additional motif, Classifier was used to classify a
thermophilic subset of proteins from the superfamily and determine a consensus sequence representative of the additional motif. To confirm its involvement in conferring
thermostabilty, the resulting 16 amino acid model peptide was inserted into subtilisin E,
a mesophilic member of the subtilase superfamily, in the corresponding sequence
location. As a result, a significant enhancement in the thermostability of subtilisin E was
observed, along with a considerable increase in the melting temperature of the enzyme.
These results strongly suggest that this 16 amino acid region found in some thermophilic
subtilases is critical in imparting both structural and functional thermostability in the
subtilase superfamily.
The consensus sequence of the motif (Figure 9) contains a higher number of
hydrophobic residues than the sequence in the identical subtilisin E location. Of the 16
residues, six are conserved (of these five are weakly to strongly hydrophobic) between
the mesophilic and thermophilic motifs, and the remaining ten are more hydrophobic in
the thermophilic consensus sequence. This shift to a substantially more hydrophobic
motif in the thermophilic vs. the mesophilic subtilisins is consistent with a more rigid
surface structure in the former than in the latter, and this may translate into greater
thermostability4, 97, 98, 100, 114. Eijsink et al. (1995) analyzed a thermolysin-like protease
from Bacillus stearothermophilus for thermally stabilizing mutations by comparing it to
more autocatalytically stable thermolysin115. They found that synergistic mutations at six
residues in the thermolysin-like protease resulted in a 23ºC increase in melting temperature; a melting temperature higher than thermolysin itself. Five out six of those
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mutations increased the hydrophobicity of the protein, and all five of those mutations
were in the same region (a.a. 56-69) indicating a trend similar to what we observed.
Zhao and Arnold (1997, 1999) developed a thermostable variant of subtilisin E
using directed molecular evolution. Eight point mutations in this mutant were required to
enhance thermostability by 17ºC: P14L, N76D, N118S, S161C, G166R, N181D, S194P,
N218S116,

117

. All but two of those (14 and 118) are on residues that are structurally

adjacent to where motif F, a strand-turn-strand loop (residues 193-207), would be in
subtilisin E. One, S194P, is located in the motif region (Figure 12a). Similar to motif F,
over half the mutations in the Zhao and Arnold mutant resulted in an increase in the
hydrophobicity of this region of the protein. It is possible that this increased hydrophobicity helps to stabilize the strand-turn-strand region, resulting in a more rigid
thermostable mutant structure, imitating the natural evolution of rigidity in that region in
thermostable subtilases. Visual analysis of the subtilisin E structure reveals that the
thermophilic sequence appears to adjoin two halves of the protein (Figure 12b). By
increasing the hydrophobicity of the region of motif F, this region may be more strongly
associated with the hydrophobic protein core, thereby resulting in increased rigidity and
a reduced propensity to unfold at elevated temperatures98.
It is important to note that motif F does not strongly interact with either of the bound
calcium ions common to many subtilases. As defined by Alexander et al. (2001), the
calcium ions occupy two locations, sites A and B, on opposite sides of the protein118
(Figure 12b.). The calcium ion at site A is known to have a direct impact on protein
inactivation, as removing ions at this location results in rapid destabilization of the
protein. The ion at site B, however, has been shown to be less important. Site A is
adjacent to motif F but closer to a separate loop that contains one of Zhao and Arnold’s
(1999) point mutations (N76D)117. Thus, in our thermostable mutant, calcium binding is
not likely conferring increased stability. Rather, we propose that enhanced thermostability is a direct consequence of increased rigidity in the region of motif F.
Berezovsky and Shaknovich (2005) hypothesized that proteins evolved thermophilic characteristics in two ways: (i) non-specific, structure-based adaptations
developed by thermophilic ancestors that evolved in extreme environments, and (ii)
specific, sequence-based adaptations by ancestral species that recolonized in warmer
34

a.

b.

Figure 12
a) Location of motif F (yellow spacefill) and thermally stabilizing point mutations from Zhao and
Arnold (1999) (blue spacefill) on the structure of subtilisin E (PDB 1SCJ). Catalytic triad shown in
ball-and-stick (red). b) Location of motif F (yellow), calcium ions (green spacefill), and N76D (bright
blue spacefill) from Zhao and Arnold (1999) on the structure of subtilisin E (PDB 1SCJ). The rest of
the structure is shown in terminus coloring (red – N, blue – C). Figures were created in MOE
(Chemical Computing Group Inc.).
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environments119. Our findings, together with others described above in the Introduction,
have further supported this hypothesis by demonstrating that relatively small changes in
a protein sequence can result in large changes in thermophilicity.
In conclusion, we have shown that it is advantageous to use highly sensitive
multiple sequence alignment methods, such as Bayesian-based algorithms, to obtain sets
of proteins with similar functions that have evolved in a specific environment to identify
consensus sequences unique to specific adaptations. This method has been used to
extract previously unknown members of superfamilies from the sequence database as
well as to provide insight into families within protein superfamilies 17, 26, 116. In our case,
we used this approach to identify thermophilic-related sequences in the subtilases, a
superfamily that does not report a strong thermophilic domain using other, less sensitive
multiple sequence alignment methods. As a result, a significant thermal stabilization of a
mesophilic enzyme has been achieved using bioinformatic tools.

2.4 Materials and Methods
2.4.1 Bioinformatic Algorithms
PROBE was conducted using the sequences of subtilisin E (NCBI gi: 135022),
subtilisin BPN’ (NCBI gi: 67620), and pyrolysin (NCBI gi: 1556463) against the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant protein databank.
The database file from August 9, 2000 was acquired from NCBI and stored locally, and
used as the target for all database scans. All bioinformatics work was carried out on a
dual 750-megahertz processor IBM® RS6000® Model 43P with 2 gigabytes of RAM
running AIX® 4.3.3.
PROBE was performed using the following parameters: transitive BLAST search
maximum recursive depth: 20; database scan maximum E-value: 0.01; database scan
single-block maximum E-value: 1; size of alignment population: 10; heapsize for
database scan: 10000; number of sequences in alignment (min-max): 5-300; minimum
sequence length: 35; transitive blast maximum E-value: 0.01; maximum number of
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model refinement cycles: 10; purge maximum cutoff score: 300; number of Gibbs
Sampling iterations: 2.
For Classifier runs on only the hypothetical-thermostable motif, modifications to
the PROBE output files were made to produce a model consisting only of the data from
the one motif. As classification could not be run to convergence using this model (the
process requires all the motifs), a number of different runs were conducted, and pattern
analysis of the output was conducted to obtain consensus groups.
Block Maker, used for comparative analysis, is a web-based server for multiple
sequence alignment and domain analysis supported by researchers at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center (blocks.fhcrc.org). Only higher scoring portions of
the thermostable and mesostable subtilase superfamilies generated by PROBE using
transitive BLAST were used as inputs to the server because of a 250 sequence limit.

2.4.2 Construction of subtilisin E mutant
The gene for subtilisin E was obtained as a gift from Frances Arnold (California
Institute of Technology), along with a modified pBE3 expression vector containing both
B. subtilis and E. coli promoters, an E. coli ampicilin-resistance site, and a Bacillus
kanamycin-resistance site
using

the

116

. Subtilisin E (both wild-type and variant) were amplified
following

primers:

GATCCGAGCGTTGCATATGTGGAAGAAGATCAT,

5’

primer:

3’

primer:

AAAAGGATCCTTACTATTAATGATGATGATGATGATGATGTTGTGCAGCTGC
TTGTACGTTGAT. The primer for amplifying the approximately 300-base pair sequence containing the custom insert and the final 200 bases of the gene was: 5’ primer
GATCGACGTCTCATCTCCAGCGCAA. The 3’ primer used was the same as given
above. The 884-bp mature fragment of subtilisin E was removed from pBE3 using the
restriction enzymes BamH1 and Nde1. The mature gene product was then digested with
Nco1 to remove the 200-base pair 3’ end of the gene, and then ligated to the customsynthesized gene product using a high concentration of T4 DNA ligase. Ligation product
was then amplified directly via PCR using the above primer, and the downstream (3’)
whole-gene primer. The approximately 300-bp PCR product was obtained and digested
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with BsmB1. A second ligation was then carried out as described above between the
amplified, digested fragment, and the approximately 600-base pair 5’ end of the wildtype subtilisin E gene. Subtilisin E PCR primers (described above) were then used to
amplify the result of this ligation, which consisted of a whole gene with modifications
from base pairs 619-669 (Appendix A, Figure 1S). Whole-gene sticky ends were then
exposed using simultaneous digestion with BamH1 and Nde1, followed by PCR-cleanup
and ligation into open pBE3 vector, all as described above. The pBE3 containing the
subtilisin E variant gene was then transformed into HB101 E. coli.

2.4.3 Transformation, expression and purification of wild-type and mutant
subtilisin E in Bacillus subtilis DB428
B. subtilis DB428 cells (also obtained from Frances Arnold) containing the
plasmids carrying wild-type and mutant subtlilisin E were grown at 37oC in LB media
with kanamycin for 36 h. After centrifugation, three volumes of cold ethanol were added
to supernatant. The pellet was resuspended in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.2,
and purified by ion-exchange chromatography on CM sepharose phosphate buffer with a
gradient of 0 - 0.4 M NaCl in aqueous buffer, pH 6.2 followed by dialysis against 50
mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 5 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM dithiothreitol. Protein concentrations
were determined using the Bio-Rad protein assay.

2.4.4 Activity assay and melting temperature
Subtilisin E (wild-type and mutant) activity was assayed at 25oC by measuring
the p-nitroaniline liberated from the substrate, succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-p-nitroanilide
(suc-AAPF-pNA) via spectrophotometry at 405 nm

116

. The enzyme reaction was

performed at 25oC in 50 mM Tris⋅HCl (pH 8.0) containing 10 mM CaCl2, except where
otherwise noted. Melting temperatures of wild-type and mutant enzymes were determined by differential scanning calorimetry in 10 mM Tris⋅HCl/1 mM CaCl2/1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride, pH 8.0. The temperature was increased at a rate of
1°C/min from 20 to 90°C.
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3. Re-wiring Protein Structures
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3.1 Introduction
Protein engineering and design comprises a set of methods including rational singleand multiple-site mutations25, 28-32, combinatorial methods36, 37, in vitro evolution4, 33-35,
and computational optimization of sidechain packing89. None of these methods has the
capacity to permute the protein sequence, and yet such sequence rearrangements are
observed in nature120-123. Moreover, topological differences in the structure are known to
influence the rate of folding124 and possibly unfolding125. Non-sequential, non-circular
sequence permutation by reconnecting loops, or "re-wiring”, is potentially a new protein
design method that allows one to explore the effect of topological changes without
changing the core interactions.
The topology of a protein’s backbone may be the primary determinant of its folding
pathway; however, multiple pathways can lead to the same core secondary structure
packing arrangement. Efimov, et al. proposed an evolutionary mechanism by which nonsequentially related proteins may have emerged from common core structures121. Along
these lines, Yuan & Bystroff have catalogued many of these cases using non-sequential
structure-based alignment, identifying for example that the non-homologous proteins
alkaline phosphatase (1ALK) and glycogen phosphorylase (1C8K) conserve a 111residue structural core after a triple permutation of the sequence order122. Agrawal et al.
identified a natural re-wire in two functionally similar folds, oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding (OB) and Src homology 3 (SH3) folds, both five stranded
ß-barrels but with distinct topologies126 (Figure 13). Abyzov & Ilyin noted that some
recurrent packing arrangements in proteins conserve only the packing and not the
sequence of secondary structure elements123. The overall impression is that tertiary
structure is dictated more by specific packing interactions than by topology. If so, then it
should be possible to vary the topology of a protein in the loop regions, conserving the
core side chains, and retaining the native three-dimensional structure.
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Figure 13
Naturally re-wired folds (concept from Agrawal, et al. 2001). SH3 (PDB 2azs, left) and OB (PDB
2k5v, right) folds colored in rainbow order and rendered by PyMol; schematics and strand numbering below each for clarity.
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Along these lines, Regan documented several studies involving loop redesign and
circular permutations127, observing that protein structures tolerate a remarkable number
of insertions and other changes made at the topological level, yet are still able to fold to
stable and active structures. For example, Nagi et al. inserted loops of increasing size
between two α helices of the four α-helix bundle protein, Rop, and observed a delay in
the association of adjacent helices into the ordered packing of the folded state127. These
results highlight the relative importance of specific packing interactions in defining the
fold of a protein, as opposed to the model
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where the fold is defined by non-specific

forces of hydrophobic collapse combined with topological constraints imposed by the
sequential ordering of the secondary structure elements.
In the current work, we pose the following questions: (1) can we change the topology of a protein without changing its core? (2) If so, how will such topological changes
affect protein folding and stability? We hypothesize that secondary structure associations
are of greatest importance to protein structure and that topology can be rationally redesigned, or re-wired. Furthermore, we suggest that by rational redesign of protein
topology, protein stability and folding rate can be controlled. Specifically, we have
developed a new methodology for the protein engineering toolbox, which is based on
non-sequential, non-circular sequence permutation that serves as a "re-wiring" of a
protein. As a result, proteins may be generated with unique structural properties, yet
retaining (and perhaps improving) the fundamental functional properties of the original
proteins.

3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Re-wiring Development and Engineering
We have chosen green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a model to address our re-wire
hypothesis, as it is self-reporting when folded properly and is well characterized in the
literature. GFP is highly stable owing to a ß-barrel structure consisting of 11 β-strands
connected by loops129,

130

that harbors a distorted α-helix containing the fluorescent

chromophore (Figure 14). The GFP variant (GFP-OPT) we have used emits green light
(λmax = 508 nm) under the excitation of blue light (λmax = 485 nm)131.
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a.

b.

Figure 14
a) Exhaustive circular permutation of GFP, adapted from Baird, et al 1999. ß-strands are drawn as
arrows, the central α-helix as a cylinder. The peptidic chromophore is represented by a star. White
circles with Xs indicates roughly locations where Baird, et al observed fluorescent circular permutants of GFP. b) GFP (PDB 2b3q) in N (blue) to C (red) rainbow coloring with the chromophore
shown in space fill green. Rendered in PyMol.
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For design and construction of all re-wired proteins, new loops were designed using
MOE132 (with GFP-OPT PDB 2b3q as a template structure) using sequences selected
from the literature (such as circular permutant N-to-C linkers), the I-sites database133 or
rationally designed sequences. See Figure 15 for a schematic of the re-wiring process.
Basic considerations for re-wiring are as follows: 1) all secondary structure interactions
must be conserved, 2) all strand directions (NC) must be conserved, and 3) no loops or
discontinuities can be introduced in a given chain length due to re-wiring. Beyond those
criteria, all redesigns are treated uniquely for that particular construct. All models were
energy minimized using the built-in algorithms of MOE for validation purposes. Final
constructs were all created using assembly PCR134 and purified from E. coli (excepting
circular permutants, which are discussed in the materials and methods of this chapter).
Re-wiring GFP-OPT was initiated with a conservative design strategy wherein only
loops that are not associated with the three known ß-meanders (three ß-strands in a
stable tertiary structure) and single hairpin turn in the ß-barrel were used to avoid major
changes to the primary folding pathway elements. Thus, topology was altered only in the
bulky loops connecting the α-helix to the ß-barrel, between ß-meanders, and between the
ß-meanders and the hairpin, preserving the direction of the peptide in all cases. Given
these constraints, only a single re-wire design was possible (Figure 16, rGFP1). rGFP1
was generated by replacing four existing linkers with de novo linkers. Linker designs
consisted of: (1) introducing a minimum number of small, hydrophilic residues (EKG) to
connect strand 10 adjacent to the α-helix; (2) using the previously published N-to-C
terminal linker from Pedelacq, et al. (GGTGGS)131; (3) employing turn library information and MOE (Chemical Computing Group, Inc.) alignments including the proline α-Ccap Helix Motif from a bacterial chitinase to connect strand 6 and the α-helix; and (4)
transplanting existing linkers to new locations with a few changes to account for affected
electrostatic interactions (the turn between strands 3 and 4 was recycled with codon
changes to connect stands 4 and 9).
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a.

b.
Figure 15
Protein structure re-wiring. a) Comparison of the native to the re-wired sequence (with individual
secondary structure elements color coded in rainbow order in the native sequence) reveals shuffling
of the primary sequence due to re-wiring. When the sequence is shuffled, new loops must be
designed to connect distant strands (see Figure 16 for examples of cross-protein distances). b) Novel
gene sequences are constructed using Assembly PCR134. Two PCR steps are involved, the first to
generate the ensemble of gene products based on the overlapping oligomer set representative of the
desired gene, the second for selection of full-length genes by addition of only end primers.
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Figure 16
Top-down schematics of GFP-OPT and three re-wired versions. ß-strands are shown as triangles,
the direction of which indicating the direction of the peptide into or out of the ß-barrel, the grouping
of ß-meanders or hairpins are indicated by ordered coloring (legend shown). The α-helix is shown
as a circle in the center.
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rGFP1 was not fluorescent and showed no mature chromophore formation at 380
nm; however, it was expressed as a soluble protein (data not shown), suggesting that the
re-wired construct successfully folds to a compact structure, albeit the reaction forming
the mature chromophore is disabled. This is not unexpected as chromophore maturation
depends on the precise packing of sidechains in the core of the protein barrel135. Upon
deeper inspection of the model, it was clear that a shortened loop (an alpha-helix to ßstrand 9 vs. strand 10 to strand 9 loop) would leave a hydrophilic hole been exposed on
one side of the ß-barrel, which may be responsible for quenching of fluorescence (Figure
16). Circular dichroism (CD) of this construct shows ~50% less ß-strand signal (218 nm)
relative to GFP-OPT indicating that a fast dynamic equilibrium between folded and
unfolded states may take place, which would likely result in prevention of chromophore
maturation (Figure 17).
Baird, et al. have published the exhaustive circular permutations of wild-type GFP,
effectively defining the regions of the sequence and structure that can be manipulated
without loss of expressed soluble, fluorescent protein

136, 137

. As shown in Figure 14,

they found no locations in strands 1-6 that can be the new termini for a soluble circular
permutant. This is consistent with the work of Demidov, et al. who showed that a
fragment of GFP containing only strands 1-6 is capable of forming a mature chromophore138, whereas removing any of the first six strands when forming a fragment is
inhibitory to chromophore maturation. This appears to be a common characteristic in
protein structures: a core of secondary structural elements forming core domains is
necessary for protein folding and activity. We believed at the time that strands 1-6
constitute the core of GFP, and therefore subsequent re-wire redesigns were restricted to
permuting strands 7 through 11.
By allowing re-wiring in the previously conserved ß-meanders and hairpin in
strands 7-11, a total of four additional possibilities for re-wiring GFP were available to
us. Of these, the most conservative is rGFP2 (Figure 16), which is approximately a
topological mirror image of the wild-type strand configuration, with one new linker
(from porin, a structurally similar protein to GFP, PDB 3por, connecting strands 7 and
10) and one reconfigured linker (originally connecting strands 9 and 10, moved and
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Figure 17
Circular Dichroism data shown in molar ellipticity for all rGFP constructs in 2 mM phosphate
buffer pH 7.4. Vertical lines at 218 and 222 nm represent characteristic troughs for ß-sheets and αhelices, respectively.
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appended to connect strands 11 and 8, see Appendix B). The three remaining designs
were not feasible as they rely on multiple new linkers due to reverse ordering of the
existing ß-meander and the hairpin, as the strand itself cannot be reversed without
potentially interfering with ß-sheet/ß-sheet zipping. After creating rGFP2, it was found
to be highly soluble but once again not fluorescent (data not shown).
At this point, because we had generated two soluble but not fluorescent constructs,
we hypothesized that our designs were in dynamic equilibrium with the unfolded state,
resulting in quenching of fluorescence. Thus, we focused on loop design in the hopes of
circumnavigating this problem. The simplest approach was to discard all designed loops,
replacing them with loose linkers like those found in the literature of circular permutations of GFP131, 136. To do this most effectively, rGFP2 was circularly permuted itself
(Figure 16 and Appendix B), connecting strands 1 and 9 with the N-to-C loop from the
Baird, et al study (SGTGSG) and the porin turn relaxed into a longer loop (GGSGGT).
In this way, no de novo loops were close to the surface of the protein. This construct,
rGFP3, was in fact soluble and fluorescent.
3.2.2 Characterization of re-wired GFP
As expected from a method that focuses on redesign of topology and protein folding
while maintaining native activity, rGFP3 is indistinguishable from GFP-OPT to the
naked eye. Both proteins excite and emit at roughly 485 and 508 nm, respectively, thus
yielding a bright green color (Figure 18). Both can be unfolded by acidic pH or high
temperature and are able to rapidly refold upon return to ambient conditions. CD of the
rGFP3 indicates a much higher degree of structure in the ß-strand regime relative to
rGFP1, although slightly less than the template protein GFP-OPT, ~88% of the signal at
218 nm (Figure 17). Detailed analysis of the absorbance and fluorescence characteristics
of rGFP2 and GFP-OPT is shown in Figure 6. Although the absolute amount of excitation and emission of rGFP3 normalized to protein concentration is ~80-90% of that of
GFP-OPT (Figure 18a), which is consistent with CD analysis, rGFP3 has a similar, if not
higher, quantum yield based on the ratio of emission in the fluorescence spectrum at 508
nm, pH 7, to absorbance at 380 nm, pH 2 (representative of the relative amount of
mature chromophore, Figure 18b).
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a.

b.
Figure 18
a) Absorbance (300-600 nm, 2 nm slit width) and fluorescence emission (excitation at 485 nm,
emission at 490-600 nm, 3/1 nm slit widths) profiles of rGFP3 and GFP-OPT, normalized to
concentration (10 µM). b) Comparative analysis of GFP-OPT and rGFP3 fluorescence characteristics based on (a) and replicates (not shown). Values are calculated based on peak heights normalized
by protein concentration (10 µM), and multipliers included to chart on same bar graph. 508 nm/380
nm is considered a relative quantum yield in this context. 380 nm/485 nm is considered a relative
foldedness as 485 nm absorbance only occurs if the construct is well folded.
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, the GFP chromophore in GFP is derived from posttranslational, intramolecular cyclization and oxidation of the tripeptide motif Ser65-Tyr66Gly67139 by a well-characterized autocatalytic mechanism140 consisting of four distinct
steps: folding, cyclization, dehydration, and oxidation. Positionally conserved, wellordered intramolecular water molecules are located in the interior cavity141, 142, held in
place by a proton relay system involving Asn146, His148, Arg168, Thr203, Ser205, and
Glu222, all of which are part of the ß-barrel (See Chapter 1). Mutations are tolerated at
most positions in this network, although notably not Gly67, but any small change in this
well-organized network usually results in a shift of the excitation or the emission wavelengths of GFP140, 143. This being the case, if the ß-barrel of rGFP3 is not similar to that
of the GFP-OPT ß-barrel, then the stokes shift of proton transfer should reflect this
change in residue to residue distance. Therefore, we suggest that the barrel is properly
formed in the re-wired construct.
The CD spectrum of rGFP3 indicates that the protein is either less well folded than
GFP-OPT or is present in a variety of misfolded or dynamically folded states resulting in
~88% molar ellipticity at 218 nm relative to GFP-OPT (Figure 17). The latter is supported by the absorbance data in Figure 18a, which also show a decrease in fluorescent
protein, thereby reducing the apparent absorption characteristics of rGFP3 relative to
GFP-OPT.

(Equation 1)

pH refolding experiments were then performed to elucidate the folding path of GFPOPT144 fitting the data to Equation 1 (triple exponential equation with six fitting parameters using SigmaPlot software). The slowest phase of folding, k3, is hypothesized to
depend on peptide bond isomerization at proline residues145. The fast and medium
folding steps, k1 and k2, represent parallel folding pathways each with an intermediate
state, I1 and I2, respectively. The amplitudes for each phase represent the relative population in a given intermediate state at equilibrium, or the “flow” through that intermediate.
In previous work, we found that removing strand 7 and adding it back in as a free
peptide resulted in recovery of fluorescence, with kinetic phases that were similar to
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Figure 19
Proposed model of the folding mechanism of GFP-OPT and re-wire derived constructs, adapted
from Enoki, et al. 2004. Two unfolded species (DF and DS) are equilibrated through a slow prolyl
isomerization and fold to the intermediate states (I1 and I2) after the initiation of refolding. Both
intermediate species rapidly further fold to the native state (N). Proposed details of these intermediates are shown below the folding mechanism illustrated by the open barrel of GFP where the dotted
line indicates hydrogen bonding between two strands.
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those seen in refolding experiments. It was concluded that strand 7 folds last, and that
the two kinetic intermediates of folding differ at the strand 7 position. It may be hypothesized, therefore, that since strands 7 and 10 have more hydrogen bonds between
them than between strands 7 and 8, I1 represents an open barrel structure with strand 7
already hydrogen bonded to strand 8, but not yet hydrogen bonded to strand 10. I2 is an
intermediate on the slower folding pathway and is proposed to have strand 7 already
hydrogen bonded to strand 10 (see schematic in Figure 19), also an open barrel. Ignoring
other changes to the folding pathway, one would expect that by covalently linking
strands 7 and 10, the proposed intermediate I2 would be stabilized relative to I1. Indeed,
this is what we observe. When we compare the amplitudes of the two folding pathways,
we see an increase in the amplitude of the medium phase, k2, relative to the fast phase,
k1.
Table 3 summarizes the kinetic rate constants and associated amplitudes (in percentage contribution to the fit) of refolding after pH denaturation of rGFP3 and GFPOPT as fitted to Equation 1. rGFP3 also has three phases of refolding; all three kinetic
rate constants are of the same magnitude between the template and re-wired protein,
although the fast rate constant, k1, in rGFP3 is not as fast as that for GFP-OPT. We can
assume, therefore, that the kinetic mechanism for rGFP3 refolding is the same as that of
GFP-OPT and that both have the same two kinetic refolding intermediates. The slightly
slower value of k1 in rGFP3 may be explained by the addition of a linker between
strands 7 and 10 which stabilizes that interaction (k2) and in turn destabilizes the strand 7
to 8 interaction (k1). Similarly, we can explain the increased amplitude of the medium
phase by an entropic effect of linking strands 7 and 10, thereby making them more likely
to interact, thus increasing the speed at which I2 is formed relative to I1. As rGFP3 has
one less proline than GFP-OPT, this is consistent with the theories of Enoki, et al. who
believe that the slow step in GFP folding is dominated by very slow proline isomerization144.
Unfolding of rGFP3 and GFP-OPT was studied by thermal deactivation (Figure 20).
The proteins have essentially identical Arrhenius relationships, which is not unexpected
given that the rate-limiting step of unfolding ß-strand zipping is breaking of the
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rGFP3

Table 3
Data was collected by denaturing protein samples in pH 2 citric acid, 100 mM, for 1.5 hours at room
temperature, followed by refolding by 1000x dilution in 20 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.4. Analysis
by the fluorometer was at 485/508 nm excitation/emission with 5 nm slit widths and collection every
5 s over 20 min. Data was fit to Equation 1.
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Figure 20
Thermal deactivation of rGFP3 vs. GFP-OPT. Initial rate of fluorescence quenching was measured
for four temperatures (40, 60, 80, 100ºC), the inset is an example of initial rate measurement. The
Arrhenius relation, shown on the Figure, was plotted to determine the difference in the activation
energy term between the two species extrapolated to room temperature (1/T x 102 equaling 4.0 ºC-1).
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hydrogen bonded networks. Since the re-wire does not change any ß-strand interactions,
only loop topology, hydrogen bonding is not appreciably affected and therefore neither
is the unfolding rate.
3.2.3 Circular Permutants (CP) of rGFP3
To further study the folding pathway of rGFP3 and GFP-OPT, comprehensive
circular permutants of rGFP3 were created and characterized. This included the regeneration of rGFP2, with some changes resultant of the new approach taken to design
loops in rGFP3 (Appendix B). Circular permutants were designed with new N and C
termini placed at the intersection of each secondary structure in the chain, including two
such breaks between strands 6 and 7 due to the long unstructured chain present there.
This resulted in twelve new constructs including the new rGFP2 (all sequences shown in
Appendix B).
Table 4 details the relative expression levels of soluble protein for each construct
relative to rGFP3 and GFP-OPT for 100 mL cultures grown and purified identically as
described in materials and methods. It is interesting to note that the assumption made
above based on the Baird, et al. study that strands 1-6 are off-limits to topological
manipulation appears to be false in the case of re-wire designs based on GFP-OPT rather
than the wild-type GFP used in the original study. Given that GFP-OPT contains
mutations for folding reporter131, a strongly associated GFP structure used for soluble
protein reporting, it would make sense that there will be differences between the unoptimized GFP template used by Baird, et al. However, many of the mutants made in
strands 1-6 are indeed non-fluorescent including CPs 2-1, 3-2, and 5-4, where each
construct is named CP N-to-C. Counter to expected result, CP 11-10 yielded very little
soluble fluorescent protein. This is counter-intuitive because Cabantous, et al, the first to
characterize GFP complementation in the literature (see Chapter 4), utilized the strand
10 to 11 break to create their complementation system, with great success. This is likely
due to the close proximity of both the inserted 7-to-10 and 11-to-8 loops (both are loose
and long) resulting in a decreased propensity to associate during folding. Also counter to
intuition, both circular permutants involving the central α-helix formed soluble and
fluorescent products (CP A-3 and 4-A). The α-helix is distorted in GFP64 and the
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Construct
GFP‐OPT
rGFP3
CP 9‐8
CP 1‐9
CP 2‐1
CP 3‐2
CP A‐3
CP 4‐A
CP 5‐4
CP 6‐5
CP 7‐6‐1
CP 7‐6‐2
CP 10‐7
CP 11‐10

Sequence Order
1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐8‐9‐10‐11
8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11
9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8
1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9
2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1
3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2
A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3
4‐5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A
5‐6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4
6‐7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5
7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6
7‐10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6
10‐11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7
11‐8‐9‐1‐2‐3‐A‐4‐5‐6‐7‐10

Fluorescent
(+/‐)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
‐
+
+
+
+
‐

Relative Soluble
+
Expression





‐


‐






Relative Insoluble
++
Expression










‐




Table 4
Summary of circular permutant expression data based on fluorescence data of purified constructs
and visual inspection of SDS-PAGE of +lysates and

++

pellets following French press (see materials

and methods). Sequence order refers to the secondary structure naming, based on the sequence of
GFP-OPT, where numbers indicate ß-strands going from N-to-C terminus, and A is the α-helix. See
Figure 16 for reference schematic of rGFP3.
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necessity of precise positioning of active site residues during the maturation reaction
would make this region sensitive to manipulations of the α-helix at the topological level.
However, CP A-3 was quite stable (using expression as an indirect measure of relative
solubility), as was CP 4-A, although this strain did generate the least protein of all the
constructs on a cell mass basis.
In addition, rGFP2, or CP 1-9, is fluorescent and soluble by the addition of loose
linkers based on the rGFP3 design (the N-to-C linker in all circular permutants is
GGTGS rather than the Baird, et al model), validating our previous re-wire design
concept. This result also clearly shows that loop desing is a rate limiting step in re-wire
development: the designed porin loop between strands 7 and 10 is likely the reason the
first version of rGFP2 did not fold. In the hypothesized folding pathway, strand 7 is the
last to fold in the ß-barrel folding sequence. The porin loop is small and is known to
coordinate very early in the folding pathway of porin146, and so it may be that by
including it at strand 7 in rGFP2, a dead-end intermediate was reached early in the
folding pathway of the original design. The loose linker introduced in rGFP3 likely
increased the time for association and subsequent hydrogen bonding between strands 7
and 10 (mimicking GFP-OPT folding pathway) because of the increased length of the
loop connecting them128.
Figure 21 summarizes the absorbance (a) and flourescence (b) characteristics of
each construct relative to the controls (rGFP3 and GFP-OPT). Notice that in this
experiment, rGFP3 has a slightly lower relative quantum yield compared to GFP-OPT,
thus indicating that the quantum yield is likely very similar between the two overall.
Most prominent is the observation that CPs 4-A and 7-6-2 have the largest unfolded to
folded protein ratio while having the least quantum yield of the constructs. Relative
foldedness in this context refers to the fact that only a well-folded ß-barrel will result in
absorption of light at 485 nm (and subsequent emission at 509 nm), whereas poorly
folded constructs will be unfolded or quenched, resulting in absorbance signal at 380
nm. This result therefore makes sense as a protein construct that has a high 380/485 nm
ratio will be poorly folded relative to constructs with a lower value, reflecting the low
quantum yield of those constructs (based on the absolute amount of chromophore as
determined at pH2 and 380 nm absorption). From the data is is clear that CPs 9-8, 1-9,
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a.

b.
Figure 21
Absorbance and fluorescence analysis of circular permutants. a) Relative Quantum Yield was
measured by 508/380 nm and normalized for concentration (10µM). b) Relative foldedness was
measured by 380/485 nm x 100 and normalized for concentration (10µM). Complete spectra (300500 nm absorbance, 485 nm excitation with 490-520 nm emission) were taken to ensure accurate
excitation and emission (485/508 nm excitation/emission for all constructs).
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A-3, 6-5, 7-6-1, and 10-7 have strong fluorescence characteristics as well as similar
amounts of fluorescent chromophore (on a molar basis) to the controls. Those not shown
(CP 2-1, 3-2, 5-4, and 11-10) did not show relevant amounts of absorption or
fluorescence. Analysis was done across a range of wavelengths (see materials and
methods) to ensure similar fluorescence excitation and emission for each construct. The
fluorescent constructs were further characterized by pH refolding to gain more insight to
the folding pathway of rGFP3.
As in Table 3, the charts in Figure 22 represent the kinetic rate constants of pH refolding as fitted to Equation 1. All constructs displayed three parameter kinetics like
GFP-OPT and rGFP3 (with a slow, medium, and fast rate constant) except CP 1-9
which, based on the order of magnitude of the rate constants found, has only a fast and
medium folding phase, losing the slow phase. The bulk of kinetic rate constant, based on
amplitude, was found in the fast rate, a fact that may partially explain the high quantum
yield observed (Figure 22a). However, looking at the fast rates, most constructs have
similar fast rates while CP 10-7 appears to have an approximately 25% higher fast rate.
The amplitudes, excepting CP 1-9, are fairly consistent among the fluorescent constructs.
Many of the constructs have higher amplitudes of medium rate than GFP-OPT, consistent with what was observed for rGFP3 when the faster rate is reduced, while CP 10-7
seems most similar to GFP-OPT based on overall kinetic rates and amplitudes. This
construct, based on our folding pathway model (Figure 22b), is the most interesting of
the constructs created. It results in a covalent disconnect of strand 7 from both strands 8
and 10. If covalent attachment of strand 7 to 8 is not necessary to have
“GFP-OPT-like” refolding, then the argument that such attachment favors I1 formation is
somewhat lacking. However, it should be noted that CP 10-7, like other high performers
rGFP3, CP 9-8 and CP 1-9, maintains the first 60% of the OPT structure in the form of
strands 1-7, which may be a stabilizing effect relative to the other permutants. It could be
argued that although the redesigned loops are all loose linkers, the loop connecting
strand 7 to 10 is the most sensitive to length as it is connecting two adjacent strands,
which must hydrogen bond. By cutting at this location in rGFP3 to form CP 10-7 (by
introducing another longer cross-protein loop), we are allowing strand 7 to behave more
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a.

b.

c.
Figure 22
a) Fast, b) medium, and c) slow kinetic amplitudes and rates (Equation 1) for all constructs.
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like its template structure, GFP-OPT, by unrestricting access to strand 8, which we
believe to be the rate limiting step of ß–barrel formation.
Looking at the slow rates, most constructs behave similarly, but CP 4-A stands out
as having a huge contribution to the slow rate (76%) relative to the other rates. This is
not surprising considering the low yield of this expression product in the soluble fraction. It is likely that this protein folds very slowly relative to the other constructs, as
reflected in this kinetic phase, resulting in low yields of fluorescent protein. It should be
noted that although in Figure 21 CP 4-A has a high percent chromophore formation, that
does not correspond with high amount of chromophore relative to the other constructs on
a molar basis, only in relation to how much fluorescence was observed.

3.3 Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to rationally re-wire a protein topology, by noncyclic covalent rearrangement of secondary structure elements, while maintaining
structural integrity of the folded form. Further, we have shown that secondary structure
contacts are very specific and therefore sufficient for protein folding in this model
system and likely in many others. This is highlighted by the remarkable circular permutation flexibility of rGFP3: the topology has limited relevance to the final folded state for
most of the topological changes introduced. Re-wiring represents a method for directly
manipulating the kinetic and thermodynamic stability of potentially any protein based on
rationally introduced changes to the protein’s topology. For example, in a less structurally constrained system than GFP, rewiring strategies that increase complexity of the
surface topology could result in increased kinetic stability of the folded protein while
maintaining any inherent enzymatic or other activity of the protein. Similarly thermodynamic stability may be increased - if a protein can be folded in a more topologically
complex way, it will therefore be energetically more difficult to unfold the protein,
analogous to adding disulfide bonds, structural latches, or buried termini to restrict
unfolding147.
In addition, by using other tools in the protein engineering toolbox to create optimized topological loops, it is possible to incorporate other desired activities or
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superficial attributes (such as surface binding sites) to a protein’s structure. This makes
sense as rewiring avoids conserved, necessary regions of a protein sequence and structure. This method in combination with other methods of protein engineering and design
can, therefore, lead to proteins with desired activities, specificities, and greater stabilities.

3.4 Materials and Methods
Chemicals from Sigma unless specified.

3.4.1 Creation of rGFP designs in silico
In silico design performed with Molecular Operating Environment software, CCG
Inc. (MOE) including structural point mutations, re-wiring at the sequence level, loop
orientation and design, and optimization using the built in energy minimization functions
with default settings.
3.4.2 Construction of genes and plasmids
Genes of re-wired constructs were constructed by assembly PCR148, described here
briefly. Overlapping oligomers for each gene were designed using the DNAworks 2.0
program (http://mcl1.ncifcrf.gov/dnaworks/dnaworks2.html) with the following parameters: oligo length 40nt, codon frequency threshold 20, Na+/K+ concentration 50 mM,
oligo concentration 200 nm, annealing temperature 64ºC, number of solutions 1, Mg2+
concentration 2 mM. Assembly PCR was performed first with 0.2ng/mL each oligomer
(www.idtdna.com), Pfu Turbo (Stratagene), with an annealing temperature of 59ºC (5º
below set point temperature in DNAworks) and 35 cycles. 1 µL of this was used as the
template for amplification PCR with 0.2 µM of the forward and reverse primers each,
annealing temperature of 62ºC and 35 cycles. Completed genes with included NheI and
EcoRI (enzymes from New England Biosciences, NEB) restriction sites were inserted
into pET28a (Novagen) using T4 ligase per manufacturers instructions (NEB) and
transformed into XL-1Blue or BL21 for DNA sequencing (www.mclab.com) and BL21
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for expression. DNA was collected using a Sigma GeneElute Plasmid Miniprep kit and
buffer exchanged using a Promega Wizard SV Gel and PCR-cleanup System kit.
Genes of circular permutants of rGFP3 were constructed by blunt end ligation (T4
kinase reaction to provide phosphate groups for ligation followed by T4 ligase reaction,
NEB enzymes) of the rGFP3 gene to form a circular template for PCR. New 5’ and 3’
primers were designed for each circular permutant to include new EcoRI and NheI sites
as well as stop codon followed by PCR performed as above (Pfu Turbo from
Stratagene). Digestion, ligation, and transformation followed as above.

3.4.3 Protein expression and purification of rGFPs
Sequenced plasmids were transformed into BL21 cells and grown in LB media
(Qbiogene) with 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Sigma) to 0.8-1.0 OD600 at 37ºC with 200rpm
shaking before induction with 1 mM IPTG for further incubation at room temperature
(20-22ºC) with 200rpm shaking for 18-24hrs. Cells were collected by centrifugation (10
min, 7,700 x g), washed and resuspended in 50 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM Tris, 300 mM
NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 7.5 (NBB, 8 mL/gram cells). The French Press was used to
lyse the cells (with addition of 1 µg/mL DNase I, Sigma) in a 30 mL cell, 1,800 PSI with
two passes. Debris was removed by centrifugation at 4,000rpm, 15 min, 4ºC. Supernatants were added and bound to a Ni-NTA column (2 mL resin/gram cells, Invitrogen)
equilibrated with NBB, washed with NWB (NBB with 20 mM imidazole) for 4 column
volumes, and eluted into NEB (NBB with 200 mM imidazole). Protein was dialyzed or
diluted into appropriate buffer for further analysis.

3.4.4 Protein expression and purification of CP-rGFPs
Sequenced plasmids were transformed into BL21 cells and grown in LB media with
50 µg/mL kanamycin (Sigma) to 0.8-1.0 OD600 at 37ºC with 200rpm shaking before
induction with 0.5 mM IPTG for further incubation at room temperature (20-22ºC) with
200rpm shaking for 18-24hrs. Cells were collected by centrifugation (5 min, 4,000 x g),
washed and resuspended in 50 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM
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imidazole, pH 7.5 (NBB, 8 mL/gram cells). The French Press was used to lyse the cells
(with addition of 1 µg/mL DNase I, Sigma) in a 30 mL cell, 1,800 PSI with two passes.
Debris was removed by centrifugation at 4,000rpm, 40 min, 4ºC. Supernatants were
added and bound to a Ni-NTA column (2 mL resin/gram cells, Invitrogen) equilibrated
with NBB, washed with NWB (NBB with 20 mM imidazole) for 4 column volumes, and
eluted into NEB (NBB with 200 mM imidazole). Protein was dialyzed or diluted into
appropriate buffer for further analysis.

3.4.5 Concentration and fluorescence measurements
Concentration determination for all proteins was done by BCA (Pierce) for all proteins. Absorbance characteristics of rGFP3 and control GFP-OPT were determined by
diluting protein to 5.5 µM in 50 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 (TN) and measurement
of absorbance over 300 to 600 nm on a Shimadzu UV/Vis Spectrometer (2 nm slit width,
1cm path length). Concentrated HCl was used to drop the pH to 2 for chromophore
determination over the same absorbance wavelengths with the same sample. Fluorescence was measured using a Jorbin Yvon-Horiba Fluorlog-3 machine. Samples were
diluted to 0.1 µM in TN and excitation and emission determined by scanning with first
white and then exciting light wavelengths. The profile of emission was measured by
excitation at 485 nm and emission scanning at 490-600 nm, with slit widths set at 3 and
1 nm for excitation and emission, respectively.
Absorbance and spectrum fluorescence characteristics of all circular permutants as
well as control rGFP3 and GFP-OPT samples was performed on 10 µM samples in TN
buffer in a 96-well quartz plate on a SpectraMax M5 Microplate Reader (Molecular
Devices) plate reader: absorbance 325-525 nm, fluorescence excitation at 485 nm,
emission spectrum 490-520 nm.

3.4.6 Circular dichroism
Samples for CD were prepared in 2 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 and analyzed on a (OLIS DSM-10 CD, Online Instruments) in a 10 mM path length quartz
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cuvette at concentrations between 30 and 300 µg/mL. Ellipticity was measured from 255
nm to 180 nm at room temperature. All measurements were performed in triplicate and
normalized to concentration to determine molar ellipticity (degree cm2 dmol-1).

3.4.7 pH refolding
pH refolding was performed by diluting samples 1000-fold from pH 2 (100 mM citric acid) to pH~7 by addition of 25 mM Tris-HCl, 25 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 after 1.5 hrs at
low pH (final concentration 0.01 µM). Refolding was monitored by fluorescence using a
Jorbin Yvon-Horiba Flourlog-3 machine, 485 nm/508 nm excitation/emission, 5 nm slit
widths and collection every 5 s over 10 min.

3.4.8 Thermal unfolding
Thermal unfolding by was monitored by fluorescence on a Jorbin Yvon-Horiba
Flourlog-3 machine. Initial rate of fluorescence quenching was measured for four
temperatures (40, 60, 80, 100ºC) over 20 s in triplicate (485 nm/508 nm excitation/emission; 1.5 nm/1.5 nm excitation/emission slit widths; 0.1 µM protein in 25 mM
Tris-HCl, 25 mM NaCl, pH 7).
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4. Biosensing Materials
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4.1 Bio-sensing materials
Cabantous, et al. were the first to report GFP complementation in 2005. Essentially,
one strand of the 11-strand ß-barrel of GFP was removed and added back in as a peptide
or as a fusion tag attached to another protein or surface. Based on the strong affinity
between the well-packed core of the protein and missing strand, complementation
occured rapidly with a simultaneous appearance of fluorescence, previously quenched at
the binding site by bulk water. The original authors have pursued this as a protein
folding reporter system79,

149

while many others have adapted it for various uses, in

particular, monitoring of cellular responses and signaling150-152. For the purposes of this
work, the GFP-based detection technique is ideally suited for the preparation of autonomously self-reporting materials.
As discussed in the Chapter 1, previous work by the Bystroff group has resulted in
the development of a circularly permuted GFP (t7SP) with a truncated strand 7 at the
terminal end of the permuted chain. They have shown that strand 7 can be added back in
solution to regenerate fluorescence in a previously matured t7SPm construct (coexpressed with peptidic strand 7 which is subsequently removed after the chromophore
is allowed to irreversibly mature). Further, they have developed novel biosensing
capabilities by computationally redesigning the fragmented GFP strand binding site to
bind foreign peptides of interest. In order to create viable biosensing devices with
increased longevity and stability, incorporation of protein-based bio-sensors into materials is desirable153-155. Polymeric composites involving nano- and micro-scale supports
embedded in polymeric films are utilized to further stabilize protein biosensors to
prevent leaching of protein from the support due to washing and enable reusability.
Supports such as nickel-agarose-sepharose (Ni-NTA) beads, silica beads, and carbon
nano-tubes are known to stabilize bound materials, especially in polymer-composite
materials153,

154, 156

. In this work, we have initiated the development of biosensing

composite materials based on the above model system of t7SPm complementation with
strand 7157.
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Figure 23
GFP is circularly permuted using a C-N linker peptide (red arrow), and the majority of β-strand 7
is removed (black arrow). Coordinates were modeled from PDB 1EMA using MOE132.
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Figure 24
In vitro complementation of chemically synthesized target peptides of strands 7 and 11 with t7SP
and t11SP in all combinations.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
As a preliminary study, two biosensors were designed in the Bystroff group to detect the left-out wild-type sequences for strands 7 and 11, respectively145. The strand 11
biosensor (t11SP) consists of the superfolder GFP-OPT6 sequence truncated after strand
10, while the strand 7 construct (t7SP) consists of strands 8-11, a C-to-N linker, and
strands 1-6, a truncated circular permutant (Figure 23). Strand specificity was observed,
as expected, between truncated variants and missing strands (Figure 24).
t7SPm was bound via His-tag to Ni-NTA agarose beads to create microparticleprotein conjugates for incorporation into materials (Figure 25). As a control, t7SPm was
tested for complementation in solution and on Ni-NTA, in a stirred solution or suspension, respectively (Figure 26). Ni-NTA was used in varying amounts to ensure no
limitation on binding capacity while the ratio of bio-sensor to strand 7 was kept constant
at 1:36 as previously optimized by the Bystroff group145. Due to transport limitations
introduced by sequestering bio-sensor fragments to the dispersed beads, the uptake rate
of strand 7 was reduced relative to the free solution control. This was also a function of
stirring speed (data not shown) as would be expected for transport limited diffusion of
substrate.
Following the solution phase experiments, several materials and platforms were
tested for compatibility with peptide diffusion and complementation to the imbedded
GFP fragment. Thin films were created by drop-casting latex paint in water dispersions
onto glass slides, dried, and analyzed by laser scanner. A preliminary control is shown in
Figure 27a where rGFP3 was immobilized in this way, showing expected intense fluorescence in circles (Ni-NTA bead profiles) on the surface. White color indicates
saturation of the fluorescence detector. t7SPm-Ni-NTA conjugates were similarly dropcast in latex and dried; subsequently, strand 7 was spotted on the surface in excess,
dried, and visualized by laser scanner (Figure 27a and b, before and after strand 7
spotting, respectively). Fluorescence intensity of the film was averaged over 5-10
regions (outlined in figures). As known from the initial study, both background fluorescence of t7SPm and complemented t7SPm-S7 has very weak intensity relative to
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Figure 25
Schematic of GFP complementation assay in solution and on solid bead supports.
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Figure 26
Solution control experiments for t7SPm/strand 7 complementation assay. Slurry refers to 50% NiNTA in buffer solution. t7SPm:S7 ratio is 1:36, bead and protein solutions hybridized overnight at
4ºC with 100 rpm shaking.
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complete GFP, however, a three-fold increase in fluorescence was observed for complemented conjugates.
In addition to drop-casting, various materials were spin-coated onto glass slides for
visualization, yielding thin films of approximately 4 µM. In an initial experiment, GFPOPT was spin coated as a dispersion in poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc, 500 kDa) and visualized on a fluorescence microscope (Figure 28). This was compared to poly(methyl
methacrylate) that yielded poor films and limited fluorescence upon visualization.
Later experiments using the spin coater and laser scanner with Ni-NTA conjugated
t7SPm yielded promising results with two PVAc mixtures, 500 and 23 kDa (Figure 29a
left and center, respectively). Figure 29b shows experimental slides where the top half of
each slide contains rGFP3-Ni-NTA conjugate controls, the bottom half t7SPm-Ni-NTA
conjugates, and the right and left slides correspond to before and after spotting with
strand 7, respectively. Though PVAc 500 did not appear to have much response above
the background, PVAc 23 showed increased fluorescence visible to the eye after complementation. Thus, complementation can be observed with embedded conjugate
materials when the material is porous to the spotted peptide solution. It should be noted
that the thickness of the thin film is less than the diameter of Ni-NTA beads and so
although the system is embedded, complementation may be taking place outside of the
PVAc film.
Similar experiments were performed with glycerol/starch mixtures prepared at both
room temperature (approx. 22ºC) and 60ºC (Figure 29a, right). The room temperature
mixtures appear to work better than the 60ºC preparations, giving credence to the
possibility that a thin film does exist over the bulging Ni-NTA bead surface for some
preparations, yielding increased resistance to transport of the peptide substrate to the
protein binding site. Unfortunately, for all experiments performed in this series, not
enough response was observed to enable statistically relevant analysis of the relative
intensity of fluorescence before and after complementation. Visual inspection was relied
upon for validation of complementation.
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rGFP3

t7SPm t7SPm+S7

Figure 27
Drop-cast latex paint films on glass slides. Left side, top is a control with rGFP3 bound to Ni-NTA
beads and dispersed in latex before drop-casting, drying, and visualizing (laser scanner). Bottom
images show t7SPm bound to Ni-NTA beads, drop cast in latex dispersion and dried (image bottom,
left), spotted with 0.5 mg/mL strand 7 (S7), dried again (image bottom, right), and visualized with
laser scanner (see materials and methods).
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Figure 28
GFP-OPT in PVAc dispersion, spin coated onto a glass slide and visualized by fluorescence microscopy.
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Right

Left

Right
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Glycerol /
Starch, RT
a.

b.
Figure 29
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Right

Figure 29
Glass cover slips are prepared by spin coating protein-conjugate polymer solutions, mounting on
glass slides (laser scanner format), spotted with 0.5 mg/mL strand 7, dried under nitrogen, and
scanned after 30 min at room temperature. All slides are formatted following the schematic in (b). a)
PVAc, 23 kDa (left pair), 500 kDa (center pair), and Glycerol/starch prepared by mixing at room
temperature, 30 min (right pair, see materials and methods).
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4.3 Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, we have shown that it is feasible to generate protein-composite materials from t7SPm with biosensing capabilities. However, further efforts will concentrate
on further characterization and finding of the optimal materials for biosensing thin film
development.
4.3.1 Test-strip platform
Test strips can be prepared where a GFP-biosensor is incorporated into a polymer
coating such as those developed above and coated on a strip such as shown in Figure 30.
In the presence of a water-borne analyte, the functional GFP is generated, thereby
leading to a fluorescence fingerprint.
4.3.2

Flow cell platform

In addition to the test-strips discussed above, another possibility for a biosensing
platform is the flow cell. Essentially, a microscale chamber (in the vertical direction) that
allows flow of antigen over a coated, oriented surface of biosensors (Figure 31). The
biosensors can be attached to the surface by N or C terminus chemistry, biotinstreptavidin binding, antibody binding, or any other convenient method to result in
oriented binding of the protein155. Biosensor devices can be stored in solution (preventing degradation associated with a varied or dry atmosphere) and even reused. In much
the same way as the test-strips, slides can be carefully microprinted to allow for multiple
analyte-specific regions per slide.
4.3.3 Future plans
Once the basic platform is generated and optimized, model antigenic proteins engineered to contain 6-12 bp of the left out strand of GFP will be used to validate the tests.
Its designed usage including sensing of proteolytically digested proteins containing a
complementary sequence to immobilized LOO-biosensors. Target proteins must first be
cleaved by a protease to expose the antigenic site for optimal GFP-biosensor binding.
Previous work in the Dordick group has shown that proteins adsorbed onto
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Figure 30
Schematic of GFP-analyte Complementation Test Strips. NM-tSP11 (NanoMaterial-GFP strand 11
biosensor, image shows silica beads however it can be extended to other materials- i.e. carbon
nanotubes) conjugates will be incorporated into a polymer and coated on the test strip surface. Each
zone on the test strip will contain GFP-biosensors specific for a different analyte. Upon exposure to
an aqueous test sample volume containing protease, GFP-analyte complementation will be visualized by UV illumination.
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Figure 31
Schematic of flow cell GFP-biosensor device. Capillary force is used to flow buffers, reagents, and
protein-conjugate materials through and/or be bound to the glass surface beneath the cover slide.
Protein-composite materials can be spin coated onto glass slides before mounting in addition to
binding the glass slide surface, or to both.
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nanomaterials are less susceptible to proteolytic cleavage. In addition, the ß-barrel found
in wild-type GFP is resistant to both trypsin and pronase despite the presence of putative
cleavage sites on the surface, enabling compatibility of a protease with a protein-based
screen158. The effect of protease concentration, sample concentration, and time of
exposure on the sensitivity and stability of the system will be studied and optimized.
Protease will initially be added with the sample volume, though later work will study the
effect of direct addition of protease to the polymer composite for both efficacy of target
degradation and composite performance.
Finally, a battery of genuine targets will be analyzed by the GFP-analyte complementation platform. Targets will be screened using the bioinformatics methods discussed
in Chapters 1 and 4 leading to a LOO-biosensor with the design based on specific
binding of the antigenic target. These LOO-biosensor designs will be generated in silico
and in vivo, as described above, and incorporated into the finalized device platform.
Final validation of the device will be demonstrated by visualization of GFP-analyte
complementation of the designed LOO-biosensor with its proteolytically cleaved antigen. Beyond devices of this type, one may envision placing the biosensors in paints
covering walls, vehicles, devices, etc. Thus, when an airborne analyte comes in contact
with the paint, functional GFP will be generated.

4.4 Materials and Methods
GFP-OPT and rGFP3 proteins were generated as described in Chapter 3 materials
and methods. Unless stated otherwise, chemical components came from Sigma-Aldrich.
Latex enamel (gloss white, manufactured by Yenkin-Majestic Paint Corporation, Columbus, OH) was purchased from a local store.

4.4.1 t7SPm expression and purification
BL21 cells containing two plasmids under control of the T7 promoter/lac operator,
pET28a-(+) containing t7SP (Appendix B) and pCDF-1b containing strand 7
(NSHNVYITADKQ), were grown in LB media (Qbiogene) with 25 µg/mL kanamycin
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and streptomycin each (Sigma) to 0.8-1.0 OD600 at 37ºC with 200rpm shaking before
induction with 0.5 mM IPTG for further incubation at room temperature (20-22ºC) with
200rpm shaking for 18-24hrs. Cells were collected by centrifugation (10 min, 7,700 x g),
washed and resuspended in 50 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM
imidazole, pH 7.5 (NBB, 8 mL/gram cells) ), then frozen (-80°C for 10 minutes) and
thawed (37°C for 5 minutes) three times. The resultant cell suspension was lysed with 50
mg/mL lysozyme, 10 mg/mL DNaseI, 10 mg/mL RNaseA and 1% Triton X-100 and
incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. After the centrifugation at 27,000g for 30 minutes, the
supernatant was collected for further purifications. 6×His tagged proteins from single
expression and co-expression were purified with Ni-NTA purification system (Invitrogen) at room temperature under hybrid conditions according to the manufacture’s
instruction manual and the on-column protein refolding protocols. Briefly, the supernatant was first loaded to the Ni-NTA resin column equilibrated with the lysis buffer
under native conditions. The column was then washed with wash buffer 1 (300 mM
NaCl, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 7.5) and wash buffer 2
(300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM Tris-Cl, 20 mM imidazole, pH 7.5) sequentially. Proteins were eluted with the elution buffer (300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 50
mM Tris-Cl, 250 mM imidazole, pH 7.5), and eluted fractions were pooled and dialyzed
against TN buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5) at 4°C overnight.
The protein purification was continued under denaturing conditions after dialysis.
To denature proteins, the dialyzed solution was first titrated to near pH 2.0 using lysis
buffer, pH 2.0 and then supplemented with SDS and β-mercaptoethanol to reach 1%
SDS and 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol. The resultant protein solution was then titrated
back to near pH 8.5 with lysis buffer, pH 8.5 at a final dilution ratio of 1:10. The SDS
concentration was maintained at 0.1% to keep proteins unfolded. Denatured proteins
were then bound to the Ni-NTA resin equilibrated with the lysis buffer, pH 8.5 by the
batch-absorption at room temperature for overnight. The on-column refolding and
purification were then started by packing the resin into a column and washing the
column with the wash buffer 1 and 2 containing 0.1% SDS and 10 mM βmercaptoethanol. This was followed by washing the column with wash buffer 2 containing 0.1% CHAPS and 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol to remove SDS from denatured
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proteins and to trigger protein refolding. Finally, refolded proteins were eluted with the
elution buffer containing 0.1% CHAPS and 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and eluted
fractions were dialyzed against TN buffer, pH 7.5 at 4°C three times. After dialysis, the
protein concentration was determined by BCA protein assay (Pierce) with the UVvisible absorbance spectrometer (UV-1650PC, Shimadzu) as described in the manufacture’s instruction manual. The purity of proteins was determined by SDS-PAGE and was
quantified by laser-based densitometry (Typhoon TRIO+, Amersham Biosciences). All
purified proteins were aliquot and stored at -80°C before use. The leave-one-out GFP
(t7SP) purified from the co-expression was denoted as t7SPm (m for "mature"), whereas
the construct purified from the single expression was denoted t7SP157.

4.4.2 Preparation of polymer and paint composites
Drop cast latex films were formed by first binding 60 µL 500 µg/mL Ni-NTA with
15 µL 18 µM t7SPm overnight at 4ºC, 100 rpm shaking, mixed with latex (7.75 mg/mL)
1:1 and spotted 50 µL on glass slides. Slides were dried under vacuum for 1.5 h at room
temperature, strand 7 (0.5 mg/mL) spotted in 10 µL aliquots on the slide, followed by
drying under nitrogen, incubation at room temperature for 30 min, and visualization (see
below). Control slides were constructed identically but with rGFP3 replacing t7SPm
with water spotting.
The protein-polymer solutions were prepared by first binding 60 µL 500 µg/mL NiNTA with 15 µL 18 µM t7SPm overnight at 4ºC, 100 rpm followed by mixing the water
suspension of Ni-NTA-enzyme conjugates with an acetone solution of poly(methyl
methacrylate) (average Mw 996000, 0.08 g/mL) or poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc, average
Mw 500000 or 23000, 0.1 g/mL) by vortexing. Glycerol/starch solutions were made by
combining 1:1 by mass glycerol (99%) and starch (1.2 g/mL) and mixing for either 30
min at room temperature or 45 min at 60ºC. These were then mixed 1:10 proteinconjugate:polymer solution before spin-coating on glass slides for assaying (spin processor model: WS-400E-6NPP-LITE, Laurell Technologies Corporation, North Wales, PA)
at 4500 rpm for 50 s. The thickness of the polymer films were measured using a profilometer (Dektak 8, Veeco Instruments Inc., Plainview, NY)154.
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4.4.3 Analysis by laser scanning and fluorescence microscopy
Glass slides analyzed by laser scanning were scanned for fluorescence at 532 nm using a GenePix 4000B microarray scanner (Axon Instruments). Quantification was
achieved using the GenePix Pro 6.0 software (Molecular Devices).
A Nikon inverted microscope with standard fluorescence filters and a Hamomotsu
C4880-80 camera (numerical aperture of 1.3) was used to image polymeric films on
glass cover slips mounted on glass slides. A 100x oil objective and software from
Storage Analysis was used.
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5. Future Recommendations
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5.1 Re-wire Recommendations
We have yet to fully explore the possibilities presented by the re-wire method.
Moreover, this method needs to be refined. The proposed work in this area presents a
short list of methods and experiments to further develop the re-wire method and apply it
to industrially relevant systems.
5.1.1 Expansion of the re-wire method toolbox
The major drawback to this method so far has been lack of stability in the designed
constructs. Creating loose linkers allows evaluation of basic re-wire designs but for
usefulness, it may be necessary to create more refined loops. Thus, we propose below
the introduction of a number of combinatorial steps to the existing methodology to
further optimize the production of stable re-wired constructs.
5.1.1.1 Exploring new re-wired topologies using in vitro evolution
Impressive successes in enzyme engineering have resulted from a combination of
rational and random design36. Whereas rational design by the re-wire method might be a
promising and versatile approach to generating new topologies for protein stabilization,
directed evolution will enable refinement of de novo loop design, folding, and catalytic
properties of such re-wired proteins and enzymes. Such a combinatorial step (random
mutagenesis followed by screening for active mutants at the agar plate level) could be
incorporated into all subsequent re-wire designs as a cleanup step following redesign and
gene construction. This will screen for both soluble and active proteins at the same time.
However, a recently described oligonucleotide shuffling technique159 based on in vitro evolution may be applied conveniently to most protein systems. In this approach,
restriction-site tagged cassettes for each secondary or tertiary structural element are
synthesized and mixed. Since they are forced by the tags to associate one-to-one, only
one copy of each element occurs in each full-length, shuffled construct. In vivo selection
as discussed above can be used to screen for successful recombinations. It is highly
likely this method will return a relative of the template structure or that re-wires generated this way will have inadequate linkages between reassembled secondary structures,
resulting in misfolded intermediates. However, though it may take a large number of
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screens to get useful results, due to the high-throughput nature of directed evolution, this
method will present options for furthering identification of feasible re-wire designs in
new models.
5.1.1.2 New protein models
GFP is a limited model for a more comprehensive development of protein re-wiring,
its high degree of symmetry limits the number and type of re-wires available for design.
Moreover, its fluorescent core is highly sensitive to structural perturbations. In future
work it will be a primary goal to expand the re-wire method to new protein structural
models using the knowledge gained in the current GFP work. This will lend credibility
to the method as generally applicable. Protein systems with kinetic stability issues, as
opposed to the robust GFP model, would be interesting targets to improve kinetically by
re-wiring (Figure 32). New protein models must be easily assayable for folded activity
as well as present a variety of pathways for re-wiring.
5.1.1.3 Semi-automation of the re-wire approach
Each protein system will have its own unique topological questions, constraints, and
requirements but the re-wire method must be more general in order to be viable as a
general-use technique. Utilizing high-throughput experimental methods would be of use
for this purpose, as well as computational methods taking advantage of the breadth of
protein folding and structure knowledge. Figure 33 outlines a semi-automated method
for generalizing and speeding up the re-wire approach. It requires a computational
framework for breaking down three-dimensional structures or primary sequences (using
structure prediction algorithms) into secondary structure elements followed by determination of all allowed re-wired topologies based on a set of basic rules drawn from
literature and common sense (for example, new topologies must be of the same number
of chains as the input structure, no strand can be reversed N-to-C, etc.). From this
library, a user or indexing algorithm must determine the ‘best’ re-wire model or models
to be further optimized based on desired outcome (for example, higher complexity
topology for increased stability, topologies most or least related to the parent structure,
etc.). This process also requires libraries of loops for loop design, both appropriate loose
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Figure 32
Schematics of theoretical 4 α-helix bundles with various topologies. On the left, a simple topology
that appears less robust than the topology in the center. More complex topology may confer
increased folded protein stability analogous to the formation of disulfide bonds. On the far right,
loop design has been utilized to introduce a desired binding capacity, secondary enzyme activity, or
any other desired property based on peptide loops.
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Figure 33
Schematic of process design flow for semi-automation of the re-wire approach
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loops from literature-based practical design rules and homology loops for specific turns
and connectors for later design optimization. For advanced optimization, loops of
varying sizes and types can be incorporated into the same re-wire design for comparison
based on desired outcome. And finally, following generation of such constructs, they
must be compared directly using standard analytic methods. If secondary iterations of
latter parts of the process are necessary, they can be cycled. In this way, many re-wire
strategies can be compared as well as variations on loop design based on design criteria
inputted into the framework.
5.1.2 Applications of the re-wire method techniques
5.1.2.1 Core-topology switching
As an expansion of the re-wire method, it may be possible to switch the topologies
of two structurally homologous proteins. Two proteins aligned in the SCALI database or
similar at the Architecture level of CATH will have a high percentage of fold homology
while being very different proteins functionally or have very different kinetic stabilities.
They will also likely be “wired” differently. However, as shown by Agrawal et al., in
homologous folds, even sequence changes between identical topologies can differentiate
substrate binding characteristics2. By switching topology between two such protein
sequences, it may be possible to exchange functionalities or stabilities between them. In
addition, if two such proteins are in fact functionally similar but have different topological characteristics (sequence or wiring), it is possible that an exchange of protein
specificity (substrate or environmental) could be observed. Much work has been done in
the realm of protein domain fusions for the purpose of creating multi-functional enzymeenzyme conjugates and switches160, however, the proposed work is fundamentally
different in that we will create complete protein structures (i.e., core and topology), not
fusions.
The SCALI database discussed in Section 3.2 is a resource for possible topologycore switches. For example, the CATH level 3.40 contains four clustered alignments,
each with between four and thirty-two protein members. Any two proteins with distinct
topologies from such a clustered arrangement are candidates for a topological switch.
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5.1.2.2 Introduction of novel function by re-wire
In addition to re-wiring strategies, loop design strategies that seek to incorporate
novel specificities, binding capacities, or enzymatic activities may be of interest (Figure
32). If a particularly long loop is required to achieve a re-wire design, it provides fertile
ground for add-ons that provide novel character to the protein of interest. In an extreme
case, proteins with robust folds (or, it is suggested, proteins re-wired to be robust) such
as GFP, whole secondary proteins can be incorporated into loops of the protein topology135. More innovatively, binding sites for self-assembling enzymatic constructs may
be included in a way similar to how natural enzyme clusters assemble161.

5.2 Biosensor Materials Development Recommendations and Plans
Continuing development of LOO-biosensors based on the programming of the t7SP
binding site, or even a similar construct made from the re-wired construct rGFP3, will
need to be supported by continuing development of viable material composites for
enabling long term storage and usage of biosensing devices. This future work is detailed
in Chapter 4.
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Table 1S.
The 497-member superfamily returned by all four PROBE runs by NCBI gene identifcation (gi).

NCBI gi #

Protein Name

549004

SUBN_BACNA SUBTILISIN NAT PRECURSOR

2226248

subtilisin E precursor

135022

SUBT_BACSU SUBTILISIN E PRECURSOR

1890101

protease

135016

SUBT_BACLI SUBTILISIN CARLSBERG PRECURSOR

135023

SUBV_BACSU MINOR EXTRACELLULAR PROTEASE VPR PRECURSOR

1066056

SprC

1066057

SprD

995625

substilisin Carlsberg

998767

keratinase=keratinolytic protease

7435653

H72784 probable alkaline proteinase APE0263 - Aeropyrum pernix

5726590

alkaline protease A

7435650

JW0075 cysteine-dependent serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor

773560

precursor subtilisin

119308

ELYA_BACAO ALKALINE PROTEASE PRECURSOR

2118106

I39974 serine proteinase - Bacillus sp

494645

Thermitase (E.C.3.4.21.66)

135015

SUBT_BACAM SUBTILISIN BPN' PRECURSOR (SUBTILISIN NOVO)

1094073

2105288A alkaline protease

1169513

ELY1_BACSP ALKALINE PROTEASE PRECURSOR

135738

THET_THEVU THERMITASE

1694627

subtilisin-like protease

2118104

I39780 subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.62) Sendai precursor - Bacillus sp

5751154

prepro-thermostable alkaline protease

7475581

A69587 intracellular alkaline serine proteinase aprX - Bacillus

1225905

prepro AprM

2118105

I39781 subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.62) ALP I precursor - Bacillus sp

6573500

A Chain A, Crystal Structure Of A Thermostable Serine Protease

1169514

ELY2_BACSP THERMOSTABLE ALKALINE PROTEASE PRECURSOR

482559

A48373 high-alkaline serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor -

135019

SUBT_BACSA SUBTILISIN AMYLOSACCHARITICUS PRECURSOR

135021

SUBT_BACST SUBTILISIN J PRECURSOR

7435684

JC5460 intracellular alkaline serine proteinase (EC 3.4.-.-) -

995621

substilisin Carlsberg

3413396

serine protease

361357

1408206A subtilisin amylosacchariticus gene

3719429

subtilisin

388289

acidic protease V5

124932

ISP_PAEPO INTRACELLULAR SERINE PROTEASE

7469380

S75976 hypothetical protein - Synechocystis sp.

4200338

P69C protein
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1168688

BPRX_BACNO EXTRACELLULAR SUBTILISIN-LIKE PROTEASE PRECURSOR

3800710

stetterlysin

2970044

AprN

847662

subtilisin-like protease

6117867

secreted subtilisin-like protease

995623

substilisin Carlsberg

2118110

I39866 microbial serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-

3334468

ISP1_BACSU MAJOR INTRACELLULAR SERINE PROTEASE (ISP-1)

388468

extracellular acidic protease V5

2126440

JC4576 serine proteinase V2 (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor - Dichelobacter

3413481

serine protease

6723683

subtilisin-like protease

119309

ELYA_BACSP ALKALINE ELASTASE YAB PRECURSOR

7208622

pyrolysin

7481390

T42024 probable serine proteinase - Streptomyces coelicolor

7484120

T28159 probable pyrolysin - Pyrococcus furiosus

7435663

JC6119 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) - tomato

2147085

A57690 aerolysin precursor - Pyrobaculum aerophilum

7435659

T06577 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) - tomato

7414560

putative secreted peptidase

7435666

T00962 hypothetical protein F20D22.12 - Arabidopsis thaliana

9716215

putative secreted peptidase

7435662

T07184 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor P69B,

7435669

T08978 serine proteinase homolog F6G3.50 - Arabidopsis thaliana

7435660

T06579 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) p69e - tomato

135020

SUBT_BACSD SUBTILISIN

3891521

A Chain A, Subtilisin Dy In Complex With Synthetic Inhibitor

6002218

probable secreted peptidase

7435656

T07172 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) 2 - tomato

7435652

S71451 halolysin R4 (EC 3.4.-.-) precursor - Haloferax mediterranea

2118107

JC4802 alkaline proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor - Thermoacti

7435670

T00538 serine proteinase homolog T20K24.19 - Arabidopsis thalia

7435676

T04187 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F7L13.100 - Arabidopsis

135010

SUBE_BACSU MINOR EXTRACELLULAR PROTEASE EPR PRECURSOR

130965

PROA_XANCP EXTRACELLULAR PROTEASE PRECURSOR

124933

ISP_BACSP INTRACELLULAR ALKALINE PROTEASE

9654558

alkaline serine protease

6137436

A Chain A, Structure On Native (Asn 87) Subtilisin From Bacillus subtilis

7542318

AF083618_2putative serine protease

7435658

T05768 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) - Arabidopsis t

142609

bacillopeptidase F

730412

PRTM_BACSP M-PROTEASE

4115919

similar to the subtilase family of serine

267048

SUBS_BACLE SUBTILISIN SAVINASE (ALKALINE PROTEASE)

1086249

S52769 subtilisin-like proteinase ag12 (EC 3.4.21.-) – Alnus sp

494617

Subtilisin Bl (E.C.3.4.21.62)
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267046

SUBB_BACLE SUBTILISIN BL (ALKALINE PROTEASE)

7481372

T36842 probable secreted serine proteinase SCI35.29c – Streptomyces sp

9279572

subtilisin proteinase-like protein

7435678

T04189 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F7L13.120 – Arabidopsis sp

6137334

A Chain A, Bacillus Lentus Subtilisin K27rN87SV104YN123ST27

5302815

putative 36kDa protease

2731626

toxin degrading protease

6910572

AC006424_6Second of four adjacent putative

2120571

JC4908 alkaline serine proteinase (EC 3.4.-.-) I precursor – Al

3915914

WPRA_BACSU CELL WALL-ASSOCIATED PROTEASE PRECURSOR

1498320

cell wall-associated protease precursor

1351130

SUBF_BACSU BACILLOPEPTIDASE F PRECURSOR

7435671

T05838 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F17L22.90 – Arabidopsis sp

7435681

T07617 proteinase TMP – tomato

6468325

meiotic serine proteinase

6137336

A Chain A, Bacillus Lentus Substilisin Variant (Ser 87) K27

7473900

F75625 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

431176

serine proteinase

7473894

A75582 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

7481387

T10926 probable serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-), secreted – Streptomyces sp

123213

HLY_HAL17 HALOLYSIN PRECURSOR

9453867

subtilisin-like serine protease

129355

P3P_LACLC PIII-TYPE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR (LACTOCEPIN)

79983

A32634 serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor

400706

P2P_LACPA PII-TYPE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR (LACTOCEPIN)

545060

alkaline serine protease II, AprII

6721520

EST AU029428(E30359)

7435657

T07171 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) 1 - tomato

129346

P2P_LACLA PII-TYPE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR (LACTOCEPIN)

129318

P1P_LACLC PI-TYPE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR

348572

B45764 serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor

602091

precursor aqualysin I (368 AA)

4115920

similar to the subtilase family of serine

114081

AQL1_THEAQ AQUALYSIN I PRECURSOR

8977945

putative secreted serine protease

1752641

Serine protease (dentilisin) from Treponema

7473898

D75393 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

6137335

A Chain A, Bacillus Lentus Subtilsin (Ser 87) N76dS103AV104

8778982

AC022472_6Contains similarity to p69c gene

7435675

T01351 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F6N15.3 - Arabidopsis

7428210

A55800 cucumisin (EC 3.4.21.25) precursor – muskmelon

1336162

SCPB

7435679

T04186 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F7L13.90 – Arabidopsis

6708179

subtilisin-type serine endopeptidase

7531821

C5a peptidase C5a-ase

4115927

similar to the subtilase family of serine
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134313

SCPA_STRPY C5A PEPTIDASE PRECURSOR (SCP)

4006827

putative serine protease

6910571

AC006424_5

135018

SUBT_BACS9 SUBTILISIN PRECURSOR

7528257

serine protease A precursor

1066055

SprB

1066054

SprB

1711377

SEPR_THESR EXTRACELLULAR SERINE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR

282432

S25835 subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.62) precursor - Bacillus sp.

130964

PROA_VIBAL ALKALINE SERINE EXOPROTEASE A PRECURSOR

6910573

AC006424_7

3970731

SBT4B protein

1421200

Subtilisin Novo (E.C.3.4.21.14)

230319

Subtilisin BPN (E.C.3.4.21.14)

1139531

90k-protease (bacillopeptidase F)

7963902

allergen Pen n 18

9716227

putative secreted peptidase

7435654

T07169 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) 3 - tomato

576815

serine protease

6900936

putative serine protease

1143273

alkaline serine protease precursor

3176874

cucumisin-like serine protease

4218991

subtilisin-like protease

6624952

Subtilisin-like serine protease PR1J

7573223

subtilisin-like protease PR1J

7435661

T06580 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) p69f - tomato

5813790

Tri r 2 allergen

4200340

P69D protein

117631

CUDP_METAN CUTICLE-DEGRADING PROTEASE PRECURSOR (PR1)

7435668

T01444 proteinase homolog F24O1.6 - Arabidopsis thaliana

1168687

BPRV_BACNO EXTRACELLULAR BASIC PROTEASE PRECURSOR

7435664

T12963 subtilisin homolog T6H20.120 - Arabidopsis thaliana

7435665

T12964 subtilisin homolog T6H20.130 - Arabidopsis thaliana

7531817

C5a peptidase C5a-ase

6624958

Subtilisin-like serine protease PR1A

2921857

extracellular alkaline serine protease

4588118

alkaline serine protease Pen c2

732988

alkaline serine protease (VapT)

131084

PRTR_TRIAL PROTEINASE R PRECURSOR

6910574

AC006424_8Fourth of four adjacent putative

7435673

T05840 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F17L22.110 – Arabidopsis sp

3695019

subtilisin-like protease

494434

E Chain E, Proteinase K (E.C.3.4.21.64) Complex With N-Ac-Pr

3970733

SBT4C protein

7522635

T17093 intraluminal subtilisin-like protease S1P, membrane-bound

2147106

I39973 alkaline serine proteinase - Bacillus smithii
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4679095

subtilisin/kexin isozyme SKI-1 p

131077

PRTK_TRIAL PROTEINASE K PRECURSOR

4506775

protease (subtilisin-like, sterol-regulated)

4679093

subtilisin/kexin isozyme SKI-1 p

4115628

serine protease homologue

2127379

JC6032 cell surface proteinase (EC 3.4.-.-) precursor – Lactobacillus

7487784

T05174 hypothetical protein T6K22.50 - Arabidopsis thaliana

470731

alkaline protease

3970757

SBT4E protein

2239272

protease

7435655

T07170 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) 4 – tomato

470729

protease

5758039

cell envelope-associated protein

7435680

T04190 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog T4F9.10 – Arabidopsis

7521685

H70466 serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) - Aquifex aeolicus

729861

ISP6_SCHPO SEXUAL DIFFERENTIATION PROCESS PUTATIVE SUBTILASE

8778983

AC022472_7Contains similarity to p69c gene

628051

JC2142 alkaline proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor - fungus

4761119

cuticle-degrading protease bassi

4456718

subtilase

742825

2011184A alkaline phosphatase

3646417

serine protease

7435672

T06017 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog T25K17.140 – Arabidopsis

39272

calcium dependent protease

7543934

putative pre-pro-subtilisin

464318

ORYZ_ASPFL ORYZIN PRECURSOR (ALKALINE PROTEINASE) (ALP)

7435683

T10585 serine proteinase homolog F9F13.80 - Arabidopsis thaliana

4587516

U80583 p

2143220

cellular serine proteinase

7340647

cucumisin precursor-like protein

7473899

F75384 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

6320775

vacuolar protease B Prb1p

7435677

T04188 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F7L13.110 – Arabidopsis

6634475

subtilisin-like protease PR1I

7435682

T14845 antifreeze-like protein (af70) - Norway spruce

7435651

JC7081 oryzin (EC 3.4.21.63) precursor - Aspergillus flavus

7473896

B75600 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

4894167

preproalkaline protease

129235

ORYZ_ASPOR ORYZIN PRECURSOR (ALKALINE PROTEINASE) (ALP)

7435685

JC5568 serine proteinase h1 (EC 3.4.-.-) precursor - Serratia sp

3688585

SSP-h1

217809

alkaline protease

226068

1410167A alkaline protease

6324576

LENGTH = 478

628954

S44131 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) nisP – Lactococcous

421425

A40621 subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) nisP – Lactococcous
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730155

NISP_LACLA NISIN LEADER PEPTIDE PROCESSING SERINE PROTEASE

6624962

subtilisin-like protease PR1H

6624950

Subtilisin-like protease PR1H

9438192

AF286062_6PspB homolog

581297

NisP

4929314

subtilisin-like protease precursor

8247504

subtilisin-like protease 2

3549632

alkaline protease

4588900

subtilisin-like proteinase Mp1

173237

subtilisin-like protease III

4115629

serine protease homologue

7400480

subtilisin-like serine protease

4902864

subtilisin-like protease 2

8895500

PrtB

8570441

AC020622_2Contains similarity to p69d gene

113658

ALP_CEPAC ALKALINE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR (ALP)

7573361

subtilisin-like protease-like protein

2351388

subtilisin-like protease Pr1B

416615

ALP_TRIHA ALKALINE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR (ALP)

5302780

cucumisin

8671180

subtilisin-like protease PR1B

6671359

alkaline protease precursor

7522151

T29090 surface layer-associated STABLE proteinase – Staphylothe

5726291

cell wall-associated serine protease

7478833

A70837 probable proteinase precursor Rv0291 - Mycobacterium tuberculosis

1122233

cuticle-degrading serine protease

6624960

subtilisin-like protease PR1G

4588536

serine-type protease

7476908

E70930 hypothetical protein Rv1796 - Mycobacterium tuberculosis

7435686

JC5569 serine proteinase h2 (EC 3.4.-.-) precursor - Serratia sp

7435667

T01015 probable subtilisin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) T5I7.1

7435674

T05839 subtilisin-like proteinase homolog F17L22.100 – Arabidopsis

460032

serine protease

7486967

T10627 hypothetical protein T13K14.10 - Arabidopsis thaliana

5918763

AF154675_7MutP

3135076

PfSUB-1

3135093

subtilisin-like protease

7478952

F70564 probable serine proteinase precursor - Mycobacterium tuberculosis

7476088

T10024 probable signal peptidase I - Mycobacterium sp

7649690

autotransporter serine protease

4868143

extracellular serine protease

8052299

possible serine protease

7478964

D70597 probable signal peptidase I cleavage site in residues 19

7227230

serotype-1-specific antigen, putative

2499873

YQS6_CAEEL HYPOTHETICAL SUBTILASE-TYPE PROTEINASE F21H12.6

131087

PRTS_SERMA EXTRACELLULAR SERINE PROTEASE PRECURSOR
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7595970

extracellular serine protease

4507657

tripeptidyl peptidase II

9105964

5serine protease

7498889

T20760 hypothetical protein F11A6.1a - Caenorhabditis elegans

2264334

celfur protein

7514112

S68431 tripeptidyl-peptidase II (EC 3.4.14.10) membrane-bound

6678419

tripeptidyl peptidase II

7498890

T20759 hypothetical protein F11A6.1b - Caenorhabditis elegans

7493114

T39249 probable tripeptidylpeptidase - fission yeast

7521441

A72647 probable surface layer-associated STABLE proteinase APE0

9105084

AE003880_4serine protease

7303363

TppII gene product

7512047

T13930 tripeptidyl-peptidase II (EC 3.4.14.10) - fruit fly

7483963

C69456 subtilisin sendai homolog - Archaeoglobus fulgidus

6759476

putative subtilase family serine protease

533785

Dfurin2

232114

FUR2_DROME FURIN-LIKE PROTEASE 2 PRECURSOR (FURIN 2)

9106937

AE004006_5serine protease

401120

SSA1_PASHA SEROTYPE-SPECIFIC ANTIGEN 1 PRECURSOR

507431

serotype-1-specific antigen

1729824

TAGB_DICDI PRESTALK-SPECIFIC PROTEIN TAGB PRECURSOR

323087

A44869 cell type-specific protein php - slime mold

1620966

PC2-like prohormone convertase

4585714

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 1

5732438

prohormone and neuropeptide

7301492

amon gene product

6968799

putative secreted serine protease

2198408

serine proteinase

125348

KEX1_KLULA KEX1 PROTEASE PRECURSOR

6324091

Ca2+-dependent serine protease Kex2p

283589

S27270 prohormone convertase LPC2 - great pond snail

3334242

KEX2_CANAL KEXIN PRECURSOR (KEX2 PROTEASE)

2499871

TAGC_DICDI PRESTALK-SPECIFIC PROTEIN TAGC PRECURSOR

2327061

protease 1

266848

PRTT_SERMA EXTRACELLULAR SERINE PROTEASE PRECURSOR

6686712

kexin precursor

4097495

kexin

5532442

furin1-X

1172505

PICP_PSESR PSEUDOMONAPEPSIN PRECURSOR

399065

ASPA_AERSA MICROBIAL SERINE PROTEINASE PRECURSOR

599616

microbial serine proteinases

262069

serine protease, AspA

1170704

KRP1_SCHPO DIBASIC PROCESSING ENDOPROTEASE PRECURSOR (KEX2)

4758888

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 7

9506957

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 7

6679231

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 7
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1175027

XPR6_YARLI DIBASIC PROCESSING ENDOPROTEASE PRECURSOR

1332716

pepstatin-insensitive carboxyl proteinase {EC 3.4.23.33}

383113

1902230A prohormone convertase

2145514

JC4900 xanthomonapepsin (EC 3.4.23.33) - Xanthomonas sp

2118109

I39867 microbial serine proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) ispQ – Bacillus sp

230163

A Chain A, Mesentericopeptidase (E.C.3.4.21.14) Peptidyl Peptidase

1839353

subtilisin=thermostable serine protease/thermostable

135017

SUBT_BACPU SUBTILISIN (ALKALINE MESENTERICOPEPTIDASE)

5821945

A Chain A, Subtilisin-Carlsberg Complexed With Xenon

229772

E Chain E, Subtilisin Carlsberg (E.C.3.4.21.62)

640400

E Chain E, Subtilisin Carlsberg (E.C.3.4.21.62)

4139636

A Chain A, Crystal Structure Of Subtilisin-Propeptide

443257

A Chain A, Selenosubtilisin

1085627

JC1085 subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.62) precursor - Bacillus licheniformis

7415642

alkaline serin proteinase

1310967

Subtilisin Bpn' 8397 (E.C. 3.4.21.14) Mutant

1310968

Subtilisin Bpn' 8397+1 (E.C. 3.4.21.14) Mutant

1311102

Subtilisin Bpn'

230314

Subtilisin BPN(Prime) 8350 (E.C.3.4.21.14)

230315

Subtilisn Bpn' (E.C.3.4.21.14) (Mutant)

230743

E Chain E, Subtilisin Novo (E.C.3.4.21.14)

2624593

Subtilisin Mutant 8321

80421

A23624 subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.62) BM – Bacillus sp

2914658

Subtilisin Mutant 8324

3986320

lytic enzyme L27

494620

Subtilisin Bpn' Crb-S3 (E.C.3.4.21.62) Mutant With Asn 218

5542495

A Chain A, Selenosubtilisin Bpn

494622

Subtilisin Bpn' Crb-S3 (E.C.3.4.21.62) Mutant With Met 50 R

3212271

Subtilisin Bpn' Mutant 7186

6723681

subtilisin-like protease

129234

ORYZ_ASPFU ORYZIN PRECURSOR (ALKALINE PROTEINASE) (ALP)

384177

1905286A extracellular alkaline protease

6119851

subtilisin-like serine protease

7473893

A75474 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

608573

serine proteinase

3549630

alkaline protease

3549628

alkaline protease

464359

PEPC_ASPNG SUBTILISIN-LIKE SERINE PROTEASE PEPC PRECURSOR

7543916

cephalosporin C acetylhydrolase

6942231

subtilisin-like serine proteinase

6318251

putative subtilase-type peptidase

998944

intracellular serine proteinase, ISP

1066053

SprA

232060

EPIP_STAEP EPIDERMIN LEADER PEPTIDE PROCESSING SERINE PROTEASE

1749666

similar to Saccharomyces cerevisiae

224977

1205229A proteinase K
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6319893

Protease Ycr045cp

6624964

subtilisin-like protease PR1D

6980850

A Chain A, Subtilisin Bpn' From Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens,

3891860

Subtilisin Bpn' From Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens, Mutant

494621

Subtilisin Bpn' Crb-S3 (E.C.3.4.21.62) Mutant With Met 50 R

1311236

S Chain S, Subtilisin Bpn' Prosegment (77 Residues) Complex

3335602

serine protease precursor

2914616

A Chain A, Subtilisin Bpn'

1305518

ParA

4587983

Pen c 1 alkaline serine protease

6684758

allergen Pen n 13

7379224

putative outer membrane peptidase

290233

furin-like protein 1

120607

FURS_DROME FURIN-LIKE PROTEASE 1, SHORT-FORM PRECURSOR (FURIN)

7301334

CG10772 gene product

113482

AEP_YARLI ALKALINE EXTRACELLULAR PROTEASE PRECURSOR (AEP)

7478831

G70597 probable proteinase - Mycobacterium tuberculosis

232115

FURL_DROME FURIN-LIKE PROTEASE 1, LONG-FORM PRECURSOR (FURIN)

290235

Dfurin1-CRR
A75589 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

7473895
6624966

subtilisin-like protease PR1E

7473897

C75336 serine proteinase, subtilase family - Deinococcus sp

453657

FURIN

280224

A60281 cytolysin activator (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor – Enterococcus

479779

S35366 fur1 protein - fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster)

555516

furin

104052

B41627 furin homolog 18 - African clawed frog

224028

1008150A subtilisin

1071677

trans Golgi network protease furin

3694954

proprotein convertase PC2 precursor

459701

endoprotease

4505647

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 2

1070499

KXHUC2 prohormone-processing proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) PC2 precursor

1705484

BLI4_CAEEL ENDOPROTEASE BLI-4 PRECURSOR (BLISTERASES)

2773242

Contains similarity to Pfam domain: PF0008

2281774

PACE4CS

6679229

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 2

6981342

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 2

417351

NEC2_PIG NEUROENDOCRINE CONVERTASE 2 PRECURSOR (NEC 2)

2773244

Contains similarity to Pfam domain: PF0008

205065

ORF with similarities to Kex2 and furin protease

507306

proprotein convertase 4

128005

NEC3_MOUSE NEUROENDOCRINE CONVERTASE 3 PRECURSOR (NEC 3)

1083468

A54306 proprotein convertase – mouse

6624967

subtilisin-like protease PR1F
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625422

JC2191 subtilisin-like proprotein convertase (EC 3.4.21.-) PACE4

2773245

Contains similarity to Pfam domain: PF0008

422325

B46184 prohormone-processing proteinase PC3 homolog, splice form

128013

NECB_HYDAT PC3-LIKE ENDOPROTEASE VARIANT B PRECURSOR (SPC3)

7511798

T30347 vitellogenin convertase - yellow fever mosquito

631851

JC2345 kexin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) PC7B precursor – rat

7688246

subtilisin-like protease PR1D

847759

SPC2

631850

JC2346 kexin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) PC7A precursor – rat

107741

B39490 subtilisin homolog precursor, short splice form - human

6651269

serine protease Ahe2

2773246

Contains similarity to Pfam domain: PF0008

280683

S23118 prohormone-processing proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) PC2 precursor

630804

S43656 Lfur2 protein - great pond snail

120608

FUR1_XENLA FURIN 1 PRECURSOR

128011

NECA_HYDAT PC3-LIKE ENDOPROTEASE VARIANT A PRECURSOR (SPC3)

348533

A45357 subtilisin-like proprotein convertase (EC 3.4.21.-)

790671

furin-like prohormone convertase

2118123

I77531 proprotein convertase 4 - black rat

2118124

I77530 proprotein convertase 4 - black rat

453659

PC1A

2773243

Contains similarity to Pfam domain: PF0008

6981328

subtilisin - like endoprotease

339878

tripeptidyl peptidase II

7497803

T20131 hypothetical protein C51E3.7a - Caenorhabditis elegans

2281776

PACE4A-II

2330553

PACE4A-II

7435771

JC5571 subtilisin-like proteinase PACE4E-II (EC 3.4.-.-) precursor

2281777

PACE4E-II

2281775

PACE4A-I

4505577

basic amino acid cleaving system 4

7435770

JC5570 subtilisin-like proteinase PACE4E-I (EC 3.4.-.-) precursor

2281778

PACE4E-I

6715146

proprotein convertase aPC6C isoform

6715142

proprotein convertase aPC6A isoform

1660988

prohormone convertase 3

189117

PC1

7516338

D72593 hypothetical protein APE1213 - Aeropyrum pernix

6715144

proprotein convertase aPC6B isoform

9296929

protease PC6 isoform A

404642

endopeptidase PC1

7435769

JC6148 subtilisin-like proprotein convertase (EC 3.4.21.-)

294529

convertase PC5

730262

PAC6_MOUSE SERINE PROTEASE PC6 PRECURSOR (SUBTILISIN/KEXIN)

1171980

PAC6_RAT SERINE PROTEASE PC6 PRECURSOR (SUBTILISIN/KEXIN)

205063

ORF with similarities to Kex2 and furin protease
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128000

NEC1_MOUSE NEUROENDOCRINE CONVERTASE 1 PRECURSOR (NEC 1)

2118122

S59959 prohormone convertase PC1/3 precursor – pig

1167860

Endoprotease FURIN

8393919

protein convertase subtilisin / kexin, type I

50055

serine protease AtT-1

7305371

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 1

625421

JC2192 subtilisin-like proprotein convertase (EC 3.4.21.-)

2281773

PACE4D

480411

S36823 convertase PC2 precursor - California sea hare

542504

S40449 pro-hormone convertase PC2 precursor - California sea hare

453663

PC2

671688

truncated furin endoprotease

3694874

prohormone convertase 1 precursor

7435766

S71340 kexin-like proteinase (EC 3.4.21.-) precursor – horseshoe

4505579

basic amino acid cleaving enzyme (furin)

671686

truncated furin endoprotease

4583351

lysosomal pepstatin insensitive

9506955

Proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 3

120612

FURI_MOUSE FURIN PRECURSOR

6754996

proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 3

2499869

FURI_BOVIN FURIN PRECURSOR

671690

furin endoprotease

2327063

protease 1

6753448

ceroid-lipofuscinosis, neuronal 2

7296466

CG7169 gene product

6175068

TPP1_HUMAN TRIPEPTIDYL-PEPTIDASE I PRECURSOR

5729770

ceroid-lipofuscinosis, neuronal 2, late infantile

6094507

TPP1_MOUSE TRIPEPTIDYL-PEPTIDASE I PRECURSOR

1173877

prohormone convertase 1

6958206

kexin-like protease KEX1

7649640

putative protease.

7500304

T21624 hypothetical protein F32A7.6 - Caenorhabditis elegans

453661

PC1B

7497804

T20138 hypothetical protein C51E3.7b - Caenorhabditis elegans

847761

SPC3

130863

PRCA_ANAVA CALCIUM DEPENDENT PROTEASE PRECURSOR

4835715

major autolysin

2708728

protease

2104566

subtilisin-like protease 3

4099086

KEXIN

7488080

H71413 probable cucumisin - Arabidopsis thaliana

639712

subtilisin-like protease precursor

7484206

S73083 hypothetical protein c0616 - Sulfolobus solfataricus
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Percent

Subtilisin

Subtilisin

Thermitase

Pyrolysin

identity

E

BPN’

Subtilisin E

100

78

41

34

Subtilisin

78

100

43

39

Thermitase

41

43

100

32

Pyrolysin

34

39

32

100

BPN’

a.

Returned by queries

additional sequence

BPN’, pyrolysin

Pepstatin-insensitive carboxyl proteinase

E

Furin [Rattus norvegicus]

BPN’, pyrolysin, E

Hypothetical protein – Synechocystis sp.

BPN’, pyrolysin, E

Subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.62) – Bacillus subtilis

BPN’, pyrolysin, E

pepP protein – Staphylococcus epidermidis

BPN’, pyrolysin, E

Pro-hormone converting enzyme PC2 [Rattus norvegicus]

BPN’, pyrolysin, E

Pro-hormone converting enzyme PC1 [Rattus norvegicus]

b.
Table 2S.
Query sequences and protein sequences appearing in some, but not all, of the four PROBE runs.
(a) Percent identity of the four query sequences. (b) Sequences appearing in only some of the
PROBE runs. The thermitase PROBE run returned only the 497 common sequences.
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wt_SubE

AGCGTTGCATATGTGGAAGAAGATCATATTGCACATGAATATGCGCAATCTGTTCCTTAT 60

SubE_variant

AGCGTTGCATATGTGGAAGAAGATCATATTGCACATGAATATGCGCAATCTGTTCCTTAT 60
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

GGCATTTCTCAAATTAAAGCGCCGGCTCTTCACTCTCAAGGCTACACAGGCTCTAACGTA 120
GGCATTTCTCAAATTAAAGCGCCGGCTCTTCACTCTCAAGGCTACACAGGCTCTAACGTA 120
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

AAAGTAGCTGTTATCGACAGCGGAATTGACTCTTCTCATCCTGACTTAAACGTCAGAGGC 180
AAAGTAGCTGTTATCGACAGCGGAATTGACTCTTCTCATCCTGACTTAAACGTCAGAGGC 180
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

GGAGCAAGCTTCGTACCTTCTGAAACAAACCCATACCAGGACGGCAGTTCTCACGGTACG 240
GGAGCAAGCTTCGTACCTTCTGAAACAAACCCATACCAGGACGGCAGTTCTCACGGTACG 240
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

CATGTAGCCGGTACGATTGCCGCTCTTAATAACTCAATCGGTGTTCTGGGCGTAGCGCCA 300
CATGTAGCCGGTACGATTGCCGCTCTTAATAACTCAATCGGTGTTCTGGGCGTAGCGCCA 300
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

AGCGCATCATTATATGCAGTAAAAGTGCTTGATTCAACAGGAAGCGGCCAATATAGCTGG 360
AGCGCATCATTATATGCAGTAAAAGTGCTTGATTCAACAGGAAGCGGCCAATATAGCTGG 360
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

ATTATTAACGGCATTGAGTGGGCCATTTCCAACAATATGGATGTTATCAACATGAGCCTT 420
ATTATTAACGGCATTGAGTGGGCCATTTCCAACAATATGGATGTTATCAACATGAGCCTT 420
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

GGCGGACCTACTGGTTCTACAGCGCTGAAAACAGTCGTTGACAAAGCCGTTTCCAGCGGT 480
GGCGGACCTACTGGTTCTACAGCGCTGAAAACAGTCGTTGACAAAGCCGTTTCCAGCGGT 480
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

ATCGTCGTTGCTGCCGCAGCCGGAAACGAAGGTTCATCCGGAAGCACAAGCACAGTCGGC 540
ATCGTCGTTGCTGCCGCAGCCGGAAACGAAGGTTCATCCGGAAGCACAAGCACAGTCGGC 540
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

TACCCTGCAAAATATCCTTCTACTATTGCAGTAGGTGCGGTAAACAGCAGCAACCAAAGA 600
TACCCTGCAAAATATCCTTCTACTATTGCAGTAGGTGCGGTAAACAGCAGCAACCAAAGA 600
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

GCTTCATTCTCCAGCGCAGGTTCTGAGCTTGATGTGATGGCTCCTGGCGTGTCCATCCAA 660
GCTTCATTCTCCAGCGCAATCCTTAAGCCTGATATCGTGGCTCCTGGCGTGAACATCCTT 660
******************
* *** **** * ************** *****

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

AGCACACTTCCTGGAGGCACTTACGGCGCTTATAACGGAACGTCCATGGCGACTCCTCAC 720
GCGGCGCTTCCTGGAGGCACTTACGGCGCTTATAACGGAACGTCCATGGCGACTCCCCAC 720
* ************************************************** ***

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

GTTGCCGGAGCAGCAGCGTTAATTCTTTCTAAGCACCCGACTTGGACAAACGCGCAAGTC 780
GTTGCCGGAGCAGCAGCGTTAATTCTTTCTAAGCACCCGACTTGGACAAACGCGCAAGTC 780
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

CGTGATCGTTTAGAAAGCACTGCAACATATCTTGGAAACTCTTTCTACTATGGAAAAGGG 840
CGTGATCGTTTAGAAAGCACTGCAACATATCTTGGAAACTCTTTCTACTATGGAAAAGGG 840
************************************************************

wt_SubE
SubE_variant

TTAATCAACGTACAAGCAGCTGCACAACATCATCATCATCATCATTAATAGTAAGGATCC 900
TTAATCAACGTACAAGCAGCTGCACAACATCATCATCATCATCATTAATAGTAAGGATCC 900
************************************************************

Figure 1S.
DNA sequence alignment of wild type subtilisin E (wt_SubE) and subtilisin E variant
(SubE_variant). The swapping region (strand-turn-strand motif) is shown in bold font.
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transitive BLAST search
defines start set

Query Sequence

purge sequences with
too high similarity

use purged set to refine
highly conserved regions

remove sequences not
matching refined
set of conserved regions

search database with
conserved regions

add sequences
to superfamily

yes

new sequences found?

no
return superfamily
and conserved regions

Figure 2S.
Flowchart for the iterative operation of PROBE.
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(a)
1 AQSVPYGISQ IKAPALHSQG YTGSNVKVAV IDSGIDSSHP DLNVRGGASF
51 VPSETNPYQD GSSHGTHVAG TIAALNNSIG VLGVSPSASL YAVKVLDSTG
101 SGQYSWIING IEWAISNNMD VINMSLGGPT GSTALKTVVD KAVSSGIVVA
151 AAAGNEGSSG STSTVGYPAK YPSTIAVGAV NSSNQRASFS SAGSELDVMA
201 PGVSIQSTLP GGTYGAYNGT

SMATPHVAGA

AALILSKHPT WTNAQVRDRL

251 ESTATYLGNS FYYGKGLINV QAAAQ

(b)
1 YTPNDPYFSS RQYGPQKIQA PQAWDIAEGS GAKIAIVDTG VQSNHPDLAG
51 KVVGGWDFVD NDSTPQNGNG

HGTHCAGIAA

AVTNNSTGIA GTAPKASILA

101 VRVLDNSGSG TWTAVANGIT YAADQGAKVI SLSLGGTVGN SGLQQAVNYA
151 WNKGSVVVAA AGNAGNTAPN YPAYYSNAIA VASTDQNDNK SSFSTYGSWV
201 DVAAPGSSIY STYPTSTYAS LSGTSMATPH VAGVAGLLAS QGRSASNIRA
251 AIENTADKIS GTGTYWAKGR VNAYKAVQY

Figure 3S.
(a) Subtilisin E (1SCJ) with conserved domains (bold) based on mesostable subtilase superfamily
multiple sequence alignment using Block Maker. (b) Thermitase (1THM) with conserved domains
(bold) based on thermostable subtilase superfamily multiple sequence alignment using Block Maker.
Active site residues are enlarged. The site of the thermostable motif is underlined for reference
(distinct for each protein).
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B. Chapters 3 and 4 Supplemental Materials

Protein Sequences of All Constructs
GFP-OPT
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSHM
KGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLV
TTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRATVKFVGDTLV
NRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITADKQKNGIKANFTVRHNVEDGSVQLA
DHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGMDELYK
rGFP1
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
GHKLEYNFNSHNVYITADKQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTFEGDTLVQER
TISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNIMPGDGVPWPTLVTTLTYGV
QCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAEKGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGI
THGMDELYKGGTGGSMASKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLT
LKFICTTGKL
rGFP2
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
GGASGSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDATYGKLTLKFICTTGKLPV
PWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGNYKTRAEVKF
EGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNVYIDGGVYLSTQSALSKDPNEKRD
HMVLLEFVTAAGITGGDGPKLVPDSGIKANFKIRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDAGG
S
rGFP3
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
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QKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDG
DVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMK
RHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILG
HKLEYNFNSHNVYITADGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAA
GITH

rGFP3 Circular Permutant (CP) map
Crossed out sequences are removed in the CP (indicated by brackets) closest to it
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
QKNGIKANFTVRHNI ED (9-8) GSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDG SGTGSG

(1-9)

KGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVN (2-1) GHKFSVRGEGEGDAT (3-2)
IGKLTLKFICTTGK (A-3) LPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRH
DFFKSAM (4-A) P EGYVQERTISFKD (5-4) DGKYKTRAVVKFEGD (6-5)
TLVNRIELKGTDFK (7-6_2) EDGNILGHKLE Y (7-6_1) NFNSHNVYITAI
DGGSGGT (10-7) GVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPN (11-10)
EKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITH GGTGS
GGTGS is the loop introduced for circular permutation
rGFP3 CP 9-8
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
GSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDA
TIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQER
TISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAI
DGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKA
NFTVRHNI
rGFP3 CP 1-9
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
KGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLV
TTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLV
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NRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLS
KDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTP
IGDG
rGFP3 CP 2-1
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
GHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRH
DFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHK
LEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAG
ITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVV
PILVELDGDVN
rGFP3 CP 3-2
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
IGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERT
ISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAID
GGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKAN
FTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFS
VRGEGEGDAT
rGFP3 CP A-3
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
LPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAV
VKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNH
YLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQL
ADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKL
TLKFICTTGK
rGFP3 CP 4-A
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
EGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSH
NVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGS
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QKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDG
DVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMK
RHDFFKSAM
rGFP3 CP 5-4
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
DGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGG
TGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRH
NIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEG
EGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGY
VQERTISFKD
rGFP3 CP 6-5
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
TLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQT
VLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQ
NTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFIC
TTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYK
TRAVVKFEGD
rGFP3 CP 7-6_1
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
NFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITH
GGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPIL
VELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRY
PDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKED
GNILGHKLE
rGFP3 CP 7-6_2
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
EDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMV
LLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGK
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GEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVT
TLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVN
RIELKGTDF
rGFP3 CP 10-7
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
GVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHN
IEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGSGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGE
GDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYV
QERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYI
TAI
rGFP3 CP 11-10
MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSIHM
EKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGGTGSQKNGIKANFTVRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDG
SGTGSGKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPV
PWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDGKYKTRAVVKFE
GDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITAIDGGSGGTGVLLPDNHYLST
QTVLSKDPN
t7SPm
MTHHHHHHSSG
KNGIKANFTVRHNVEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRD
HMVLLEFVTAAGITHGMDELYKGGTGGSMASKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVR
GEGEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMP
EGYVQERTISFKDDGKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNF
Strand 7
NSHNVYITADKQ
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